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Referencia: 1

CPI03-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

MONDIALI ANTIRAZZISTI (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.yap.it

FEST-ENVI  - Festival - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:08/07/2015Final Date:24/06/2015Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CPI03  MONDIALI ANTIRAZZISTI

DATES: 24 June - 08 July 

WORK: FEST / ENVI / SPORT

VOLS: 15

AGE: 18 +



LOCATION: Bosco Albergati, Castelfranco Emilia (MO)



BACKGROUND: Mondiali Antirazzisti (The Antiracist World Cup) is a multicultural 5 
days long festival which has around 7.000 visitors per day. The main idea of the 
festival is to promote anti-racism and anti-discrimination through non-competitive 
tournaments of football, volleyball, basketball, touch rugby and cricket. The goal 
of these sport activities is to get to know each other and have fun together, not to 
win. More than 200 teams every year join the Mondiali Antirazzisti and 70% of the 
teams are mixed: no racist or sexist discrimination is allowed! There are many 
other activities taking place during the festival such as concerts, workshops, 
debates, summer camp for children. The organisers take care of another important 
aspect of the event which is low environmental impact, reached thanks to 
recycling, use of renewable resources and natural local products. For the people of 
Mondiali Antirazzisti the environmental sustainability is linked to the social justice 
and equality. Please make sure you share these values before applying for this 
project! Website: www.mondialiantirazzisti.org  (English version is available)



WORK: The international volunteers will be part of a bigger team of volunteers 
helping set up, run and take down the festival. Before the festival the group of the 
international volunteers will help to construct the marquees, decorate the area, 
put up signage etc. Typical activities during the festival include cleaning the site 
and helping with waste sorting, however the past years volunteers have been 
involved in a number of different activities, according to the festival needs. The 
volunteers will clean up and take down the site at the end of the festival. The 
international volunteers will work for around 6/7 hours per day. The work will be 
done in pairs or small groups in different shifts (to be arranged together with the 
campleader). Please note that flexibility and adaptability are required, and there 
might be some physically demanding work from time to time (under the sun or 
rain sometimes). During the free time the volunteers will have the opportunity to 
join concerts and sport events in the festival area. International volunteers will 
have 2 free days, to be arranged with the festival organisers (not during the 5 
days of the festival, from 1st to 5th of July).



ACCOMODATION: Volunteers will sleep in shared big tents directly at the festival 
area. Toilet and washing facilities will be available, camp beds will be provided but 
you must bring a sleeping bag. Please make sure you are comfortable with basic 
camping conditions! Food will be available at the restaurants/bars of the festival 
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camping conditions! Food will be available at the restaurants/bars of the festival 
area. There will be no opportunity to cook but different options (vegetarian, 
vegan, dietary needs) could be available. The volunteers are expected to be 
flexible and not fussy about the food!



LOCATION: Bosco Albergati is a suburb of Castelfranco Emilia, a small town of 
30.000 inhabitants in the province of Modena. The festival area and 
accommodation are situated in the countryside and are quite isolated from the 
city. Castelfranco Emilia lies about 25 kilometres northwest of Bologna.



TERMINAL: The nearest airport is Marconi International Airport - Bologna. You may 
consider other airports in the area, such as Rimini and Parma. To reach 
Castelfranco Emilia you will need to catch a train from BOLOGNA. 



SPECIAL REMARKS: Project-related motivation letter is required.
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Referencia: 2

CPI06-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

ODOARDINA (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.yap.it

DISA-SOCI  - Mentally physically disabled - Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:28/07/2015Final Date:14/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CPI06  ODOARDINA

DATES: 14 July - 28 July

WORK: DISA/SOCI

VOLS: 6

AGE: 18+



LOCATION: Odoardina / Reggio Emilia



BACKGROUND: Odoardina is one of the 6 care centres for disabled people 
managed by the social cooperative named ZORA (http://www.coopzora.it). It's a 
day care centre for people with different kind of disabilities (physical, cognitive, 
mental, sensory, emotional, developmental). The day care centre provides a range 
of social services for about 20 people with disabilities (aged 20 to 50 years) from 
09 am to 04 pm, from Monday to Friday. The general purpose is to help people 
with disabilities to live in their communities and to promote independent living, 
giving the opportunity to develop relational, social life and employment skills in 
accordance with their individual needs. YAP organizes international workcamps in 
Odoardina during the summer period since more then 10 years and the 
international volunteers are really well welcome by the staff and the people of the 
day care centre.



WORK: The international volunteers will support the social workers and civic 
service volunteers in the activities organized for the disabled people: games, 
workshops and tasks aimed to encourage self expression, communication and 
interpersonal relationships through singing, music, drawing and painting, beauty 
salon, handicraft with recycling paper, swimming pool, day-trips and home 
cleaning. Volunteers may also be engaged in keeping a small vegetable garden. 
The volunteers will work from 09 am to 04 pm from Monday to Friday. The 
international volunteers and the workcamp leader will stay alone in Odoardina 
after 5 pm and during the weekends. Please bring games, good ideas and 
whatever you can use to create a nice atmosphere in the spare time and 
weekends.



ACCOMMODATION: The international volunteers will live in an apartment with a 
kitchen, bedrooms and bathroom. The apartment and the day care centre are 
located in a big ancient countryside house surrounded by beautiful camps and 
farms, 6 km away from Reggio Emilia. During the working days, the lunch is 
organized with the staff and the clients of the day care centre. The volunteers will 
have a budget to manage breakfasts, dinners (and also lunches during weekends). 
Sleeping bags are required.



LOCATION: Odoardina is situated in the countryside and is quite isolated from the 
city (6km from Reggio Emilia). There is no public transport in the late evening and 
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city (6km from Reggio Emilia). There is no public transport in the late evening and 
in the night for or from Reggio Emilia. Some bicycles may be available for the 
volunteers. The weekends are free and the group of international volunteers can 
organize visits to beautiful cities such as Reggio Emilia, Parma and Bologna but the 
costs of the visits are not covered by the project.



TERMINAL: Reggio Emilia is the nearest train station. Milan and Bologna are the 
nearest airports.



SPECIAL REMARKS: Project-related motivation letter is required. The volunteers 
must arrive in the centre the first day and leave the last day of the work camp 
before 4 pm.
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Referencia: 3

CPI07-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

SCANDIANO (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.yap.it

DISA-SOCI  - Mentally physically disabled - Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:28/07/2015Final Date:14/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CPI07  SCANDIANO

DATES: 14 - 28 July

WORK: DISA/SOCI

VOLS: 6

AGE: 18+



LOCATION: Scandiano / Reggio Emilia



BACKGROUND: YAP Italy organises an international workcamp in Scandiano for 
the second time together with "Stradora e Benzi", one of the 6 care centres for 
people with disabilities of different kind (physical, cognitive, mental, sensory, 
emotional, developmental). The centre is managed by the social cooperative 
named ZORA (http://www.coopzora.it). Zora social cooperative was founded in 
1997 to meet the needs of socialization and self development of disabled people, 
to encourage institutions and communities to recognize and support the rights of 
disabled people and to fight social exclusion. "Stradora e Benzi" care centre  is 
situated in the town of Scandiano and hosts several services: residential centre 
Stradora  for 15 disabled people (aged 18 to 60); day care centre Benzi for 16 
disabled people (aged 20 to 50). The main aims of the centre are to help people 
with disabilities to live in their communities and to promote independent living, 
giving the opportunity to develop relational, social life and employment skills in 
accordance with their individual needs.



WORK: The international volunteers will support the social workers and civic 
service volunteers in the activities organised for the disabled people: games, 
workshops and tasks aimed to encourage self expression, communication and 
interpersonal relationships through singing, music, drawing and painting, beauty 
salon, handicraft with recycling paper, swimming pool, day-trips and home 
cleaning. The volunteers will work from 09 am to 04 pm from Monday to Friday. 
Please bring games, good ideas and whatever you can use to create a nice 
atmosphere with the residents and during free time.



ACCOMMODATION: Volunteers will sleep in the meeting room in the residential 
centre Stradora. The room  is situated on the 2nd floor of the building and is 
separated from the living space of the residents. All hygienic services are 
provided. Breakfast, lunch and dinner are provided. 



LOCATION: Scandiano is a small town of 25.000 people close to Reggio Emilia (13 
Km), in Emilia Romagna region. The care centre "Stradora e Benzi" is quite 
isolated and there is no public transport to the city centre but it can be reached by 
walk (approx. 15 minutes). There is no public transport in the late evening and in 
the night for or from Reggio Emilia. The weekends are free and the group of 
international volunteers can organize visits to beautiful cities such as Reggio 
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international volunteers can organize visits to beautiful cities such as Reggio 
Emilia, Parma and Bologna but the costs of the visits are not covered by the 
project.



TERMINAL: Bologna, Milan, Bergamo or Parma airports, Reggio Emilia train 
station.



SPECIAL REMARKS: Project-related motivation letter is required.
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Referencia: 4

CPI08-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

THE MANSERVISI CASTLE (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.yap.it

ENVI-MANU  - Environmental-Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2015Final Date:19/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CPI08 THE MANSERVISI CASTLE

DATES: 19 July - 30 July 

WORK: ENVI/MANU

VOLS: 9

AGE: 18 +

LOCATION: Porretta Terme



BACKGROUND: The workcamp is organized in collaboration with no-profit 
association "Castello Manservisi" that manages the Manservisi Castle. The 
Manservisi Castle is a cultural, touristic and exhibition centre that organizes a full 
calendar of events, especially in summer: exhibitions of art and photography, 
concerts, theatre performances, film festivals, presentation of books, meetings on 
scientific and naturalistic topics. Built in the end of 19th century on the ruins of 
17th century castle, the Manservisi Castle is situated in the middle of Tuscan 
Emilian Apennines, between Bologna and Pistoia, in Castelluccio di Porretta Terme. 
Nowadays the complex is formed by several buildings, which are located in a large 
park near the Museum Laborantes, the largest ethnographic museum of the area. 
Since 2010, after the long period of abandon, the no-profit association Castello 
Manservisi is taking care of the castle and making some renovation and 
maintenance work. One part of the castle is now integrated with scattered hotel in 
Castelluccio, the aim is to make park and the structure available for visitors and 
guests. Website (only in Italian): http://www.castellomanservisi.it/spip/

WORK: The main work will consist in cleaning and maintenance of the outdoor site 
of the castle and the park. Volunteers will be working 7-8 hours per day under the 
supervision of local technical leader. During the workcamp, on 26th of July there 
will be a traditional celebration of "Madonna del Faggio" so the volunteers will be 
also involved in setting up and taking off the stands, the tables and other 
structures for the feast. It will be a perfect opportunity to get to know the local 
community and discover the local cuisine as well! Be prepared for physical work.



ACCOMMODATION: The volunteers will be hosted in one of the buildings of the 
Manservisi Castle on the territory of the park. The accommodation has beds, 3 
toilets and shower. Sleeping bag is required. The meals will be provided by the 
staff of the centre, the volunteers will clean the dining room and wash the dishes 
as a group. During the workcamp there will be several events and activities 
organized by local partner so the volunteers are asked to be respectful and polite 
with other guests of the park. 



LOCATION: The Manservisi Castle is situated in a small village near to Castelluccio 
di Porretta Terme which is quite isolated: there is no public transport after 7 p.m.



TERMINAL: Bologna airport
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SPECIAL REMARKS: Project-related motivation letter is required. This project is 
perfectly suitable with nature lovers and people highly motivated for manual work. 
Please bring with you typical games, recipes, musical instruments from your 
country.
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Referencia: 5

CPI09-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

DA PIETRO A TOMMASO, IN CAMMINO (C MOT)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.yap.it

ENVI-CULT  - environmental-culturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:17/08/2015Final Date:01/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CPI09  Da Pietro a Tommaso, in cammino

DATES: 01 -17 August

WORK: ENVI/CULT

VOLS:  6

AGE: 18+

LOCATION: Rome - Ortona 



BACKGROUND: The association "Il Cammino di San Tommaso" (The Path of St 
Thomas) aims to create a trekking route that connects Rome and Ortona 
promoting the concepts of "experimental tourism", "slow-tourism" and "active 
travelling". Instead of being simple tourists participants become travellers and 
make new experiences through activities, events, and workshops with the network 
of local associations. "The Path of St Thomas" was established recently, in 
February 2013, but has already worked out numerous collaborations with 
institutions and organizations that fund activities through national and/or regional 
support of the development of tourism. This event was already organized on 
summer 2013 (26th May - 9th June) when 20 trekkers and 3 international 
volunteers walked from Ortona to Rome in 15 days during the main project "Da 
Tommaso a Pietro, In Cammino" that moved also 20 horse riders, 50 cyclists and 
300 pilgrims on the same route and days, obviously with different departures from 
Ortona. All the participants arrived together in St. Peter Square in Rome where 
they assisted to the traditional catholic celebration "Angelus", during which, they 
received a particular greeting by Pope Francis. In 2014 the walk-event was done 
for first time in the opposite direction from Rome to Ortona with more than 200 
participants arrived in Piazza San Tommaso on 17th August and 7 volunteers from 
6 different countries that walked all the path. Website: http://www.
camminodisantommaso.org/(in Italian but with reviews of 2014 edition in 5 
languages thanks to our great volunteers from past years).



WORK: Volunteers will take part in the walking of 330 km "from St Peter to St 
Thomas" from 01st of August 2015 to 17th of August 2015; they will hike from St 
Peter Square in Rome, where they will assist the traditional catholic celebration of 
the "Angelus" and blessed by Pope Francis, to Ortona where there will participate 
in a big event to celebrate, with all the other different travellers, at the end of the 
journey. The volunteers will be part of the group of Italian hikers who move from 
Rome to Ortona on 1st of August and will do the path with other participants, 
helping to manage some little manual work during the route and updating profiles 
of the event on social networks: twitter and facebook in their mother tongue.



ACCOMMODATION: Being participants of the walk, the volunteers will have the 
same conditions as other hikers: accommodation during the trekking could be in a 
hostel, B&B, hotel or camping (to be confirmed few weeks before the event). The 
same is for food: the organization will provide three meals a day (breakfast, lunch, 
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same is for food: the organization will provide three meals a day (breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner) but sometimes it can be packed meal. In some cases due to specific 
issues of the program the volunteers could receive pocket-money for food. The 
participants will have the chance to see a lot of small villages and towns on their 
way from Rome to Ortona.



LOCATION: Rome - Ortona (itinerant)



TERMINAL: Rome Airports (arrival), Pescara airport (departure)



SPECIAL REMARKS: Project-related motivation letter is required. The volunteers 
should have some past experience in trekking and be ready to long hike every day 
with all the weather conditions! (more than 330 Km walking). Preferable a basic 
knowledge of Italian language. A personal photo-camera and blogger skills are 
also appreciated. Sometimes the volunteers will be invite to release interviews (in 
English or with another participant as translator) to local media, so a good attitude 
to this "public-moments" are appreciated.
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Referencia: 6

IBOIT19-15

Address:

FERRARALocation:

FERRARA BUSKERS FESTIVALName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.iboitalia.org

CULT  - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:01/09/2015Final Date:20/08/2015Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Ferrara Buskers Festival 2015



PROJECT

Place: Ferrara - Italy



Dates:   IBOIT19 20/8-1/9



Number of volunteers per shift:  7IT + 7 INT. (18-30)



DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

For the fifth year in a row IBO Italia is guest of the Ferrara Buskers Festival for the 
solidarity. After the 2012 edition, when IBO Italy collaborated to support some 
villages of Emilia Romagna deeply damaged by the earthquake of 20-29 may 
2012; and 2013 and 2014, when we supported volunteerism and youth mobility, 
we are happy to carry on with such an important workcamp project, with the aim 
to involve a new group of volunteers from all over the world.



The Ferrara Buskers Festival (www.ferrarabuskers.com), with its 800.000 
spectators, is the biggest event in the world dedicated to the street art. It was 
founded in 1988 with the aim of enhancing the role of street artists and to get to 
know a city rich in history and charm objectives which have been fully 
accomplished.

For many spectators from all over Italy and, significantly, even from abroad, the 
Festival is an exciting tour around the world in search of familiar and exotic 
sounds; it's a passionate treasure hunt to discover the most original instruments, 
the most inspired performances and the most creative costumes. It is, above all, 
an endless mobile jamboree, that moves in a thousand directions, invading the 
streets and squares of one of the most beautiful city centers in Italy.

The protagonists of the Festival are the buskers themselves; travelling artists who, 
in their daily activities, try to give some good humour and poetry to passers-by.

Since the third edition, every year the festival is dedicated to a guest nation from 
which a large part of the 20 invited groups come from. In addiction to the invited 
ones, accredited groups participate at their own expenses and according to the 
selection they can perform even just for one day. Nobody receives a fee, just the 
offers that the public drops in their "hat". The shows follows a daily rotation, so 
the groups change their "stage" every day.



Since 2011, the Festival organization is involved in the project Ecofestival, to 
reduce waste to the least and to fix elevated standard of environmental respect for 
events of wide range. Separate collection of paper, plastics and aluminum will be 
carried out during the event. Bureau Veritas has certified the results achieved by 
the project.
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Furthermore, the Ferrara Buskers Festival wants to be a great moment of 
solidarity, sustaining the training to the values of volunteering, youth mobility in 
an intercultural world; the value of an active citizenship, to ideally unite Ferrara to 
Italy and to the whole world.



WORK

The volunteers will be involved in a fund-raising activity in 7 different enter points 
of the action area of the buskers (Ferrara historical center). In particular, the 30% 
of the offers will be donated to IBO Italy that will use the founds to support the 
training and the values of voluntary world, youth mobility, and active citizenship. 
The activity will follow this program:



- thursday 20/8 arrival - meeting point 16.00 o'clock

- friday 21/8 knowledge and preparation of the activities

- saturday 22/8 from 17.00hrs to 24.00hrs

- sunday 23/8 from 17.00hrs to 20.00hrs

- monday 24/8 rest

- tuesday 25/8 rest

- wednesday 26/8 from 17.00hrs to 24.00hrs

- thursday 27/8 from 17.00hrs to 24.00hrs

- friday 28/8 from 17.00hrs to 24.00hrs

- saturday 29/8 from 17.00hrs to 24.00hrs

- sunday 30/8 from 17.00hrs to 20.00hrs

- monday 31/8 feedbacks of the camp, cleaning of the house and greetings in the 
evening 

- tuesday 1/9 departures



FOOD AND BOARD

A parish structure will host the volunteers. Transport guaranteed by minibus. 
Volunteers will have breakfast and lunch together. In the evening, packed dinner. 
Volunteers are invited to collaborate to prepare meals and in to keep common 
rooms clean.



Things to bring: Flashlight, sleeping bag or sheets, products against mosquitos. If 
you play an instrument you may bring it with you!



Documents: European health card, identification card or passport



Other: Spare time will include some meetings concerning the voluntary world and 
some relaxing moments/short trips.





TRAVEL

Arrival at the train station of Ferrara. Here the volunteers will be picked up at 
16.00 o'clock on the 20/8.



At least seven days before departure

Telephone us to tell us with what means you will come (train, car, airplane) and 
above all your time of arrival at the station indicated or at the camp; we will have 
a way to advise the overseers that can reach you and take you to camp. If at your 
arrival you do not find anyone, or if the train is late or other reasons, use the 
telephone number indicated on the infosheet and in case of emergency look at the 
website www.iboitalia.org .



OTHER INFORMATION
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Hospital: Sant'Anna Hospital in Cona - Ferrara





CONTACTS/ADDRESS

Overseers of the project: Cesare Bonazzi, Ilaria Persanti, Laura Muylle

Address of the association:   IBO Italia 


via Montebello, 46/a

44121 Ferrara

Tel. 0532 2�3279

email: info@iboitalia.org




Emergency telephone of IBO Italy: +39 320 6630598
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Referencia: 7

IBOIT24-15

Address:

FERRARALocation:

VERNAZZA - LA SPEZIAName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.iboitalia.org

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/09/2015Final Date:06/09/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Vernazza - La Spezia 2015



PROJECT

Place:  Vernazza  (SP) - Liguria Region - Italy



Dates: 

IBOIT24 6/9-19/9 3IT + 3INT.  (18+)



Numbers of the volunteers in every period: 3IT, 3 INT 


10 for the shift 09/07 - 19/07





PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project is held in collaboration with the local cultural association Tu Quoque, 
born in Vernazza in 2013, which mainly deals with the defense and conservation of 
the typical landscape of Cinque Terre.

In October 2011 and last year again, the Cinque Terre have been swept away by 
floods and heavy rains, that caused extensive damages to houses and lands. Many 
farmers have abandoned the care of lands and vineyards, tipically terraced and 
sustained by dry stone walls. Some of these fields have been given  by the owners 
to the association Tu Quoque, which is working hard for the recovery of the 
agricultural heritage and historical territory of this area.

The project involves the volunteers in the reconstruction of the dry stone walls of 
this unique land.





WORK 

The volunteers will collaborate with local masters of dry stone construction to clear 
and sort the materials, firstly  in couples. Once learnt the technique, they can be 
involved in the positioning of the materials for the construction of the dry stone 
walls and the preservation of the fields from abandonement.

Working time table, depending on the weather: 6.00-12.00; 17.00-19.00.



Responsable: Margherita Ermirio (President of the association)



BOARD AND LODGING

The volunteers will stay in the Convento of Reggio - Vernazza (SP). They will have 
at their disposition:dinner room, kitchen and different sleeping rooms. Breakfast 
and dinner in the Convento. Packed lunch.

The volunteers will organise shifts for the preparation of meals in collaboration 
with a local cook and to take care of the garden. The Convento is 15 minutes far 
from Vernazza (walking down), it's connected to the village through a path that 
has been recently restored.
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has been recently restored.



To bring: torch, safety footwear, work gloves, working clothes (no shorts because 
of insects and vegetation), cotton long sleeved shirts, slepping-bag or sheets, 
personal medications, mosquito repellent. If you play a musical instrument, bring 
it with you.



Documents: Identity card, European Health Card



TRAVEL

By plane

Closest airports : Pisa, Genova, Parma. Arrival at Vernazza train station. 

By car

Highway Exits : La Spezia, Carrodano.





At least seven days before departure

Telephone us to tell us with what means you will come (train, car, airplane) and 
above all your time of arrival at the station indicated or at the camp; we will have 
a way to advise the overseers that can reach you and take you to the camp. If at 
your arrival you do not find anyone, or if the train is late or other reasons, use the 
telephone number indicated on the infosheet and in case of emergency look at the 
website www.iboitalia.org.



Place of arrival: Meeting point in the central square of Vernazza, in front of the 
church on the 24/5 at the 18.00.



CONTACT/ ADDRESS



Project Responsible: Margherita Ermirio 



Association Address: Associazione "Tu Quoque"


Via E. Vernazza 45 

19018 Vernazza (SP)


Telephone: +39 3423634984



Mobile of the responsible: +39 3423634984



E-mail: tuquoque.vernazza@gmail.com



Emergency phone number IBO Italy:     +39 320 6630598
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Referencia: 8

IG11.1-15

Address:

PALERMOLocation:

EDUCATING TO FREEDOMName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/09/2015Final Date:01/09/2015Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

IG 11.1 EDUCATING TO FREEDOM

From 9/1/2015 till 9/10/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format

City: PALERMO  Number of needed volunteers: Total: 9 - F 5 M 4

Min/Max age: 17/65  Work type: MANU,

Local partner: The association of the free Waldorf school manages the local school 
inspired by

the principles of Anthroposophy (more info at http://www.waldorfanswers.org). 
The school is a

community of teachers and pupils families and they all do the necessary works to 
maintain the

school building and garden.

Work description: Volunteers will support the teachers and the parents of the 
pupils in the

manual work needed before the start of the school year: painting the classrooms, 
the desks and

the chairs, clean the garden, arrange the play area for kids, repair desks, etc.

Accommodation and food: In the school. Lunch together with teachers and diners 
self prepared

by the volunteers with provided food

Special requirements: None

Location and free time: The school is in the centre of Palermo, so the volunteers 
will be able to

join social and cultural life of the city

Closest airport: PMO
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Referencia: 9

IG6.13-15

Address:

PALERMOLocation:

POGGIO DEL CASTAGNOName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

ENVI-MANU-AGRI  - Environmental - Manual work - AgricultureProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/09/2015Final Date:01/09/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

IG 6.13 POGGIO DEL CASTAGNO



From 9/1/2015 till 9/10/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format

City: PITIGLIANO  Number of needed volunteers: Total: 6  F 4 M 3

Min/Max age: 18/30  Work type: ENVI,MANU,AGRI



Remarks:

Local partner: Poggio del Castagno is a biodynamic organic farm where is possible 
to experiment techniques of 



innovative farming as well as re-discover ancient traditions.



Work description: Volunteers will mainly help in harvesting hazelnuts and 
eventually in making tomato sauce and dry

tomatoes.



Accommodation and food: Shared tents in the camping area that is furnished with 
hot water showers. Volunteers will 



cook for themselves.



Special requirements: Interest in out-door activities, agriculture and biodynamic 
farming is welcome



Location and free time: There are three interesting medieval villages in the 
surroundings of the farm: Pitigliano, 



Sorano and Sovana. Additionally from the 3rd to the 6th of September there is a 
famous local Vine fair organized in 



Pitigliano. In these days wine cellars and cooperatives are open to the public for 
trying local wines and 



traditional food.



Closest airport: SAY



Last update: 04/02/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format



How to apply to InformaGiovani camps

If you are interested in joining one or more camps organized in Italy by 
InformaGiovani, you should contact one 



voluntary service organization in your country and apply through them. A list of 
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voluntary service organization in your country and apply through them. A list of 
InformaGiovani's partners 



worldwide is available at http://www.campidivolontariato.org/campi/generale/join-
a-workcamp-in-italy.html
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Referencia: 10

IG6.17-15

Address:

PALERMOLocation:

OLIVAZZI 2Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

ENVI-MANU  - Environmental-Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/07/2015Final Date:16/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

IG 6.17 OLIVAZZI 2



From 7/16/2015 till 7/26/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY 
format

City: QUATTORDIO  Number of needed volunteers: Total: 10  F 5 M 5

Min/Max age: 18/30 Work type: ENVI,MANU



Remarks:

Local partner: Olivazzi is a pedagogical and organic farm located in natural and 
beautiful setting. The activities of the farm are food and crop production and 
artisanship. The farm is also involved in the organization of cultural activities in 
the local community.



Work description: The activities will be mostly outdoor: taking care of the kitchen 
garden and plants, preparing and grinding organic wheat, picking fruits and 
pruning the trees. Volunteers can also be involved in some maintenance work of 
historic buildings/goods.



Accommodation and food: Shared rooms with bathrooms and showers with hot 
water. There is also a porch that can be used when volunteers want to eat outside. 
There is also a big room as disposal for activities and meals. Volunteers will cook 
for themselves.



Special requirements: Interest in outdoor activities and environment. Bring rain 
coat, working clothes and comfortable shoes.



Location and free time: The farm is in the town of Quattordio. In the farm there is 
a private pool, table tennis, free wi-fi, guitar, piano. 300 meters far from the farm 
there is the public pool as well and tennis fields. There are bicycles for the 
volunteers who can ride in cycle path among towers, castles, vineyards. By train is 
possible to go to Genova and to reach the sea in less than one hour. In July there 
are festivals almost every day in the surrounding towns.



Closest airport: GOA



Last update: 04/02/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format



How to apply to InformaGiovani camps

If you are interested in joining one or more camps organized in Italy by 
InformaGiovani, you should contact one voluntary service organization in your 
country and apply through them. A list of InformaGiovani's partners worldwide is 
available at http://www.campidivolontariato.org/campi/generale/join-a-workcamp-
in-italy.html
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Referencia: 11

IG6.5-15

Address:

PALERMOLocation:

EGADI ISLANDS 3Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

ENVI-MANU  - Environmental-Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/08/2015Final Date:04/08/2015Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

IG 6.5 EGADI ISLANDS 3

From 8/4/2015 till 8/12/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format

City: FAVIGNANA  Number of needed volunteers: Total: 9 - F 5 M 4

Min/Max age: 17/65 ¿ Work type: ENVI,MANU,

Local partner: Egadi Islands are a small archipelago on the west part of Sicily. 
They are

composed by three islands and host the largest marine protected area of Europe. 
Local

municipality is engaged in promoting sustainable development and tourism and 
promote

international relations.

Work description: Volunteers will mainly be involved in light cleaning works on the 
shores,

restoring old traditional stone walls, cleaning dry areas of the islands of Favignana, 
Marettimo

and Levanzo. According to weather conditions and availability of local guides, they 
will also

support the cleaning and management of Giardini ipogei , typical inside mountain 
gardens

developed inside ancient stone caves. http://www.welcometoegadi.it/index.php?
lang=en Once per

each camp volunteers will also be required to organize environmental awareness 
raising activities

addressed to local and tourists. Volunteers will in the end be required to make 
photos for a final

video about all the camps to be held in the archipelago.

Accommodation and food: Volunteers will be hosted inside classrooms of a local 
school with

inflatable mattress (provided) and sleeping bag (not provided). They will cook by 
themselves in

the school with provided food. The school is equipped with several toilets and 
shower.

Special requirements: Due to the need to work on shores, very good swimming 
capabilities are

required.

Location and free time: gadi Islands are one of the most beautiful area of souther 
Italy,

considered as a Paradise of sea wildlife. Beside the wonderful sea, the three 
islands offers

wonderfull environment. The islands are just 40 minutes far from the western cost 
of Sicily with

its archaeological sites, natural reserves and many more attractions.

Closest airport: TPS
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Referencia: 12

IG9.2-15

Address:

PALERMOLocation:

FARM CULTURAL PARK 2Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

FEST-CULT  - Festival - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/08/2015Final Date:01/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

IG 9.2. FARM CULTURAL PARK 2



From 8/1/2015 till 8/12/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format

City: FAVARA  Number of needed volunteers: Total: 6 - F 4 M 2

Min/Max age: 18/30  Work type: FEST,CULT



Remarks: currently OPEN ONLY FOR SPANISH volunteers. No more from Russia



Local partner: Farm Cultural Park is a cultural organization aiming to promote the 
cultural and architectural development of the city of Favara using art and design. 
Every year Farm Cultural Park organizes many workshops, exhibits and events 
that allows the general public to meet and share experiences and ideas with 
innovative artists, designers and creative people (www.farm-culturalpark.com)



Work description: Volunteers will be involved in the organization of events and 
cultural activities as cultural mediators,organizers of the cultural events, place 
setting, people management, communication.



Accommodation and food: Shared flat in the small town, hot showers available in 
the flat. Volunteers will cook for

themselves.



Special requirements: Interest in art, design, public events



Location and free time: Favara is a beautiful small town. The sea is closed by and 
in the proximity there is the famous valley of temples, with ancient Greek temples 
and ruins. During their stay volunteers will find occasions to spend time with 
inspiring and creative people



Closest airport: CTA

Last update: 04/02/2015 PLEASE NOTE that dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format



How to apply to InformaGiovani camps

If you are interested in joining one or more camps organized in Italy by 
InformaGiovani, you should contact one voluntary service organization in your 
country and apply through them. A list of InformaGiovani's partners worldwide is 
available at http://www.campidivolontariato.org/campi/generale/join-a-workcamp-
in-italy.html
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Referencia: 13

LEG03-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

FIGHT HYDROGEOLOGICAL INSTABILITY IN POLLONEName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI-SOCI  - Environmental-Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/06/2015Final Date:16/06/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG03 - Fight hydrogeological instability in Pollone 

Pollone, province of Biella, Piemonte region

16/06/2015 - 30/06/2015 

Type of work: ENVI/SOCI 

Number of volunteers: 12. 

Age: 18 +




Project: The project will take place in Pollone, a small village that hosts the Special 
Nature Reserve of Burcina Park. Legambiente Biella usually cooperates with the 
local community in order to improve the relation between man and nature. Biella's 
province, as the whole Italy, is managing two difficult issues: the hydrogeological 
instability (it caused many damages during 2014) and a big immigration flow from 
the Greater Middle East and many African countries.

Pollone's International workcamp will be centred on two objectives: sensitize the 
international and local volunteers and the local population about the 
hydrogeological instability and its consequences;  raise awareness about the 2014 
immigration flows, that is involving above all Italy, band the whole Europe too.



Legambiente local group: The voluntary association Legambiente Circolo Biellese 
"Tavo Burat" is active in Biella province with the objectives of raising awareness 
about the topics related to the environment, society, culture and preservation of 
natural and artistic heritages through exhibitions, events and concrete proposals. 
The campaigns are also supported and promoted through the international 
voluntary work-camps.. Among the main activities: raise awareness on the correct 
approach to the themes of the European Landscape Convention and the 
development of tools for the promotion of the territory; raise consciousness about 
nuclear energy and Chernobyl disaster. All these activities are always carried out 
in collaboration with different institutions and public administrations 
(municipalities, mountain communities, parks, provinces, schools), local 
associations (youth and cultural associations, Protezione Civile-Civil Protection, Pro 
Loco etc.) and with civil society in order to improve the volunteering activities in 
the area.



Work: During the workcamp the volunteers will be involved in several kinds of 
manual works as: mountains path's maintenance, painting, protected area's 
maintenance (on woods and hills).



Study part: During the workcamps the volunteers will have focused confrontation 
and concrete experience about the two main topics: Hydrogeological instability 
and Asylum seekers (the volunteers will cooperate, during the manual works, with 
the Immigration Center's guest of Pollone).



Accommodation and food: The volunteers will be hosted in the building of the 
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Accommodation and food: The volunteers will be hosted in the building of the 
public school in Pollone in mixed rooms, composed of two floor: the ground one 
include the common spaces and kitchen and the first floor include the rooms. 

 

Location and leisure: Pollone is a small village in the Elvo Valley, one of the 5 
valleys that compose the district of Biella, in Piedmont region. In this landscapes 
it¿s possible to walk in mountain paths, see farms, churches, beautiful villas that 
adorn the road from Pollone to the next village Sordevolo.



Possible visits: Oropa's Sanctuary, daily mountain excursion, ex Trappa's 
monastery, Burcina's Natural Special requirements: It is recommended a medium 
ability or willingness to walk in the mountains. 



Language: English 



Terminal: Milano Malpensa or Torino Caselle Airports.
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Referencia: 14

LEG04-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

DUNE ECOSYSTEM IN ELBA ISLANDName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/07/2015Final Date:27/06/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG04 - Dune ecosystem in Elba island

Capoliveri municipality in Elba island, province of Livorno, Tuscany region

27/06/2015 - 10/07/2015

Type of work: ENVI

Number of volunteers: 8

Age: 18+

Project: The last dune system still remained in the whole Island of Elba is in 
Lacona bay. Since 2014 the Tuscany Archipelago National Park has been trying to 
preserve it from excessive human activities and to restore its natural conditions.

Legambiente local group: Legambiente 



Arcipelago Toscano is now cooperating with the National Park to clean up the 
dunes, monitoring the area in order to prevent people damaging behavior and to 
inform citizens about the importance of Lacona dunal ecosystem.



Work: The volunteers will be involved in very crucial activities directed to preserve 
dune ecosystem in Lacona. They will take care of the dunes and the beach by 
cleaning up and waste monitoring. They will also be involved in a delicate, tactful 
task of information and sensibilization of tourists and residents and survaillance, in 
order to prevent and reduce people's damaging behavior. 



Study part: Volunteers will attend a short course about function, complexity and 
fragility of dune ecosystem, realized with the National Park support.



Accommodation and food: The volunteers will be hosted in a camping nearby 
Lacona dunes and beach. They will sleep in tents. Food is provided by the camping 
itself.



Location and leisure: Elba is the third Italian island in size and the largest of the 
Tuscan Archipelago; it has 147 km of beautiful and vary coastline: sandy beaches, 
pebble beaches, reefs, countless inlets, etc. One of his most precious sandy beach 
is in Lacona, in the homonymous Gulf formed by two verdant peninsulas. Elba also 
boasts a very interesting historical and cultural heritage: it is still possible to visit 
its ancient iron mines, Roman archeological sites and Napoleon villa and museum.



Special Requirements: Availability to work in shifts and predisposition to camping 
life.



Language: English will be the official language in the camp.



Terminal: Elba international airport;  Pisa airport. Piombino Marittima train station.
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Referencia: 15

LEG05-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

SOCIAL COHESION IN MOGLIAName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

SOCI-ENVI  - Social project - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:11/07/2015Final Date:27/06/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG05 - Social cohesion in Moglia

Moglia, province of Mantova, Lombardia region

27/06/2015 - 11/07/2015 

Type of work: SOCI, ENVI

Number of volunteers: 15

Age: 18+



Project: La mano tesa e non la mano in tasca, which means "I extend my hand 
and I don't keep it in my pocket", is the project of 30 NGOs in the town of Moglia 
aimed to creating cohesion after the serious blow inflicted by the earthquake of 
2012. The voluntary activity is an important part of this project because it will give 
boost of energy to the people to get out and do something together, for their 
community and the surrounding environment.

The objective of the workcamp is stimulation and implementation of neighborhood 
activities, social cohesion and environmental renovation of the town.



Legambiente local group: The camp is organized by Legambiente local group 
"Siate Parchi" mainly engaged in the environmental safeguard of the Po river 
valley, where it created a park in San Benedetto Po also with the support of IVS in 
2011. The group annually participates, in collaboration with schools, to the 
campaigns Clean Up the World and the tree festival. 



Work: Organization of events in the environmental education center inside the 
"Golene fiume Secchia" park; cleaning of green areas, walk and bike paths; 
maintenance of San Benedetto Po park; maintenance of the gardens of the local 
schools; organisation of the "voluntary festival", which will display cultural and 
culinary exchanges linked to food and sustainability.

In these neighbourhood activities the group will be helped by a group of musicians 
"Miatralvia" (literally meaning "do not throw it away"), who are graduated at the 
music institute and make music instruments with recycled material.

 

Accommodation and food: Volunteers will be hosted in a primary school.

 

Location and leisure: The camp will take place in the Po river Valley. During the 
free time the volunteers will visit Mantua and Sabbioneta, that were declared In 
2007 by UNESCO to be a World Heritage Site, as well as natural areas in Po valley.



Language: English will be the official language in the camp.




Terminal: Closest airports: are Verona and Bologna; low cost flights to Milano and 
Bergamo. Closest train stations are Suzzara and Gonzaga. Bigger trains terminals 
are Modena and Mantova.
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Referencia: 16

LEG06-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

CASA BOSSI (MONTAR EN BICI)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

RENO  - Restoration renovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:11/07/2015Final Date:27/06/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG06  Casa Bossi

Novara, Piemonte region

27/06/2015 - 11/07/2015 

Type of work: RENO

Number of volunteers: 12

Age: 18+




Project: Casa Bossi is one of the most important and beautiful buildings of Novara, 
a fine work of the architect Alessandro Antonelli. The building has been left close 
to collapse for years, but in the last five years a group of volunteers established a 
Committee to save the building. They restored the vital structures of the house 
and started preservation works for contrasting the decay of the internal spaces. 
They also started organizing many cultural events to promote the building and 
lead the citizenship to be aware of this architectonic treasure we have. 
Legambiente Novara wants to take part in this preserving and promoting activity 
also by improving the structure itself. 

For the second year, Legambiente Novara, in collaboration with Comitato d'Amore 
di Casa Bossi, organizes an international work camp inside Casa Bossi, with the 
aim to continue the recovering and securing activities of the building, which is one 
of the most important architectural asset of Novara.



Legambiente local group: The association Legambiente Novara was founded in the 
mid-eighties of the past century. The activity of the club started with the issues of 
waste (the big dump in Ghemme), environment (protection and enhancement of 
Parco del Ticino), signatures collection for the referendum against nuclear after 
Chernobyl¿s tragedy requesting the closure of the nuclear power plant of Trino 
Vercellese, projects dealing with urban ecosystem and the training of teachers in 
elementary and middle schools.

In these last years, the club of Novara is also committed, among the others, in 
protecting the local environment against hydrogeological risks, oil drilling, soil 
consumption, and in monitoring environmental pollution.




Work: Volunteers will work for recovering and securing internal spaces of Casa 
Bossi and in tidying the garden in front of the building (if the safety conditions will 
allow that), for a total of 60 hours in two weeks.

They will also organize the final party, which will take place in the courtyard of 
Casa Bossi and will be open to the citizens of Novara.




Study part: local history and architecture, sustainable and responsible restoration. 

Accommodation and food: The volunteers will be hosted in the gym of a school, 
where camp beds will be placed. The fully equipped professional kitchen and dining 
room is close to the gym, about 200 metres on foot. Food will be provided, among 
the others, by local farmers and local food companies. The meals will follow a 
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the others, by local farmers and local food companies. The meals will follow a 
Mediterranean diet, giving space to any kind of request (vegan, vegetarian...).




Location and leisure: Novara is easternmost province of Piemonte (Piedmont), on 
the edge of river Ticino's park, few kilometers away from lake Orta and Maggiore, 
few hours from Liguria and Mar Ligure and Valsesia and Monte Rosa. Novara is 
between Torino (west, about 100 km, regional capital of Piemonte) and Milano 
(east, about 40 km, regional capital of Lombardia). Both the cities can be easily 
reached by train.

We will plan some excursions to Ticino's park, by bike, and some trips to both 
lakes (Orta and Maggiore), as well as an afternoon at the city swimming pool and 
night outs for relaxing and getting to know the local community.



Special requirements: Volunteers must be able to ride the bike. Due to the dust 
present in Casa Bossi, there could be problems with allergies to dust. Mosquitoes 
are frequent in Novara in that period of the year.



Language: English will be the common language.

 

Terminal: Airport of Milan Malpensa (MXP); Railway station of Milano Centrale.
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Referencia: 17

LEG10-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

ALPE DOSSO (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓNName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:18/07/2015Final Date:05/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG10 - Alpe Dosso 

Delebio, province of Sondrio, Lombardia region

05/07/2015 - 18/07/2015 

Type of work: ENVI

Number of volunteers: 12

Age: 18+



Project: Legambiente has been collaborating for years with the Park, local 
institutions and Municipalities to enhance the value of these important valleys with 
their historical richness, culinary traditions and biodiversity. 

The objective of the workcamp is to enhance the sustainable tourism use, favoring 
support for quality agricultural production against the exploitation of the ski valley.

Legambiente local group: The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association originated in 
1978 as "Committee for the Protection of the Environment", and since 1987 it is 
part of Legambiente.

The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association operates mainly in the context of the 
district of Lecco, in addition of being the office of the regional coordination of 
Volontariambiente.  Since 2008, Legambiente Lecco manages four "Houses in the 
Forest". In March 2013 Legambiente won the call for the management of the Parco 
Monte Barro Hostel and for environmental education activities within the same 
Regional Park.

The Legambiente Lecco group has about 200 members, 3 permanent employees, a 
project of the National Civil Service and several collaborations with partner 
organizations and institutions.

 

Work: Volunteers will be involved in the maintenance of paths, woods and 
pastures.

Study Part: in collaboration with botanists of the park, we will explore the topics of 
the European "Natura 2000" for the protection of biodiversity.



Accommodation and food: mountain refuge, reached after two hours of walking 
on steep path.



Location and leisure: Alpe Dosso (1500 m above sea level) is a mountain pasture, 
located in the wildest of these valleys, Val Lesina; due to its harshness, the Valley 
has never been urbanized, so that it has been almost entirely preserved in its 
original natural environment rich in vegetation and animals. It is an area very 
distant from the town of Delebio, managed throughout the year by local 
consortium "Mountain Viva". It is an ideal place to experience life away from the 
city and in close contact with nature in the Alps.



Special requirements: Ability and predisposition to walk and work on mountain 
paths, interest in nature.
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paths, interest in nature.

A motivation letter is required together with the VEF.



Language:English will be the official language in the camp.



Terminal: Milan International Airports or Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport.  Morbegno 
railway station
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Referencia: 18

LEG11-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

THE PARALOUP PARTISAN WAYName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

CULT-ENVI  - Cultural-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/07/2015Final Date:05/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG11  The Paraloup partisan way

Rittana, province of Cuneo, Piemonte region

05/07/2015 - 19/07/2015

Type of work: CULT/ENVI

Number of volunteers: 10

Age: 18 - 45



Project: The Paraloup Village is one of the locations where the partisan resistance 
took place during the 2nd World War. The town has been restored in order to raise 
its historical value and enhance tourism.

The aim of the project is the restoration of an ancient trail used at that age.



Legambiente local group: The activities of Legambiente Cuneo of recent years 
have focused on issues related to the use of renewable energy sources, waste 
management of organic nature in rural and mountain areas, soil conservation and 
the promotion of sustainable tourism.

The local group provides information and training of citizenship around the themes 
closest to the Association and through initiatives of local promotion in coordination 
with national campaigns: Operation Mal'aria, Clean Up the World, the Caravan of 
the Alps; Disimballiamoci, Tree Day, World Water Day, Imbrocchiamola, 
Nontiscordardime, Operation Rivers, Little Big Italy, Fields of Volunteering.



Work:  clean the path, put trail signs, write and translate  tourism information.



Study Part: The local history and tradition in order to keep the memory of our 
past. There are two training sessions in the afternoon with the experts of the 
Foundation Revelli that illustrate the history of the country and the project of 
architectural renovation.



Accommodation and food: The building of an ancient primary school has been 
restored and now is used for the volunteers.




Location and leisure: the location is in the low Marittime's Alps, near wild forest 
not far from the little village of Rittana.  We plan to organize trips in the Natural 
Marittime's Alps Park, to Cuneo and to the River's Park of Cuneo.



Language: English will be the official language; local communities hardly know 
English while some people speak French




Terminal: The nearest airport is Turin while the nearest train station is Cuneo.
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Referencia: 19

LEG12-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

SAN SECONDO ISLAND VENEZIA (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/07/2015Final Date:10/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG12  San Secondo Island Venezia 

Venezia, Veneto region

Type of work: ENVI/CULT/ART 

10/07/2015 TO 24/07/2015

Number of volunteers: 12

Age: 18+

Project: Legambiente started leading the recovering of the Island in accordance 
with the State property Office. In partnership with Opera Bosco, Legambiente 
wants to show the state of conservation of the lagoon,  cleaning the surface from 
the plastic garbage and producing natural artwork and performance, in order to 
improve the landscape perception. Aims of the project are the protection and 
conservation of the environment through a creative approaches. Beyond that, the 
local group of Legambiente is doing educational and scientific campaigns about 
marine litter and plastic waste missing in our sea and beaches. For these reasons, 
during workcamps, volunteers will discover very nice natural areas around Venice, 
with the same problems.



Legambiente local group: For 10 years Legambiente Venezia has been organising 
workcamps on Certosa island and around the northern part of venetian lagoon, in 
order to increase the active participation of young people and citizens and to 
increase the awareness about environmental issues concerning the fragile lagoon 
ecosystem. We take part to most of national Legambiente campaigns (i.e. Goletta 
Verde, Clean Up the Med, Clean Up the World). Moreover we are concerned with 
some global-local environmental problems like cruiser ships passing through the 
very heart of the city and everything connected with it, sustainable tourism, 
information to the citizens about the environmental problems, arise the 
consciousness about the importance of lagoon as common good.

Work: Volunteers will be involved in the cleaning of the San Secondo Island, in 
order to make clean and safe the area for the artistic installation. Furthermore, 
volunteers will organise public activities and visits to the island, in conjunction with 
the Legambiente local group, in order to involve the community.



Study part: Volunteers will attend specific workshops about Marine Litternig and 
waste cycle,  in addition to a short introduction to the Art in Nature (an artistic 
trend born in the 70's with artists like Joseph Beuys, Nils Udo e Andy Goldsworthy)



Accommodation and food: Volunteers will be hosted in a green area of Forte 
Marghera in tents equipped with camp beds, kitchen and living tents. Bathrooms 
and showers are close to the camping site. The accomodation is NOT in the Island 
but very close. San Secondo will be reached daily by 15minutes boat trip with the 
camp leaders. A low-flesh diet, according to the global environmental problems, 
should be a commitment for volunteers during workcamps.
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Location and leisure: San Secondo Island is located in the landscape of the Park of 
the Lagoon, in between to Venice main island and Mestre (important part of the 
city on the peninsula). The area has been hosting a Convent in the past and has 
later been used for military purposes. After the demilitarisation process the island 
has been abandoned for decades. During this time the vegetation slowly started to 
cover and ruin the ancient and garbage, especially plastic and cans, is covering the 
island. The camp base is in Mestre, in Forte Marghera areas. Forte Marghera was 
also a military fortress and during workcamps volunteers could discover and visit 
so many natural and historical habitats (and of course Venice).



Special Requirements: volunteers should be able to swim and have no 
seasickness. A motivation letter together with the VEF is required.



Language: English will be the official language in the camp.

Terminal: Airports: Venezia Airport ¿ Treviso Airport . Trieste Airport ; Train 
station: Venezia-Mestre
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Referencia: 20

LEG13-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

POGGIO ALLA MALVAName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/07/2015Final Date:11/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG13  Poggio alla Malva

Carmignano, province of Prato, Tuscany region

11/07/2015 - 25/07/2015

Type of work: ENVI 

Number of volunteers: 10 

Age: 18+



Project: The 3rd edition of Poggio alla Malva workcamp is included in a wider 
project of natural and cultural safeguard. The territory of Carmignano has in fact 
important witnesses of Etruscan period as well as the renaissance historical 
period; those witnesses involve also naturalist landscape. The entire population of 
Carmignano participates in a collective mapping of ancient pathways that once 
where the most important way to connect villages and people. 

The workcamp aims to identify, restore and clean some part of the important 
system of natural pathway that crosses the little village as well as the natural 
protected area of Artimino where Poggio alla Malva is displaced.



Legambiente local group: Legambiente Prato (www.legambienteprato.it) was 
founded in 1986; since then it has been engaged in the defense of environmental 
heritage, promotion and education on environmental issues throughout young 
students and the whole citizenship. Focusing on renewable energies, sustainable 
development, wastes, biodiversity, promotion of healthy life styles, Legambiente 
Prato has set up several projects which still produce outstanding outcomes. It is in 
charge of the management of "Rifugio Le Cave" environmental education center 
(CEA) inside a natural reserve.



Work: It mainly consists in environmental recovery trough cutting invasive 
vegetation, redraw the pathway in its naturalistic frame and where necessary to 
put new signals to indicate the pathway, collect wastes that where abandoned in 
the nature.




Accommodation and food: The accommodation of the workcamp consists in the 
local kindergarten school of Poggio alla Malva. In the school there will be beds 
displaced in one or more rooms; outer showers, bathrooms and kitchen place.

During the workcamp, food items that will be preferred are: organic food, local 
food and fresh vegetables. In order to enhance ecological impact also bio-soaps 
will be provided.



Location and leisure: Poggio alla Malva is a small location where 450 inhabitants 
live. It is displaced in the Municipality of Carmignano (Po). Please visit the web site 
http://www.comune.carmignano.po.it/ . Carmignano counts 14.000 inhabitants. 
This Municipality covers an area where historical, landscape and wine-gastronomic 
heritage are well represented. Thanks to its position between Prato and Florence, 
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heritage are well represented. Thanks to its position between Prato and Florence, 
this lovely place is especially wonderful for its views and green countryside. Poggio 
alla Malva is also very close to the UNESCO site Artimino's Villa, a renaissance 
structure world-wide famous for its hundred chimney tops. 

During the workcamp it will be possible to visit the following local amenities, in 
accordance with participants: Pietramarina;  Etruscan necropolis Prato Rosello; 
Artimino, Villa Ferdinanda, Museum of Etruscan Heritage; La Rocca of 
Carmignano; Montefortini's Tumuli of Comeana; Vinci (the place where Leonardo 
da Vinci was born).




Language:Official language of the workcamp is English.

 

Terminal: Here's the list of the closest airport to reach Poggio alla Malva (in order 
of proximity to Poggio alla Malva):

 1) Florence Airport;

 2) Pisa Airport;

 3) Bologna Airport.

Here's the list of closest train stations: 1) SIGNA train station. This station will be 
the official meeting point when workcamp will start;

 3) Prato centrale station, Prato (PO) (19 km);

 2) Firenze Santa Maria Novella, Firenze, FI (25 km).
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Referencia: 21

LEG14-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

GEROLA ALTA (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI-AGRI  - Environmental-AgricultureProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/07/2015Final Date:12/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG14 - Gerola Alta 

Gerola Alta, propvince of Sondrio, Lombardia region

12/07/2015 - 25/07/2015 

Type of work: ENVI

Number of volunteers: 12

Age: 18+



Project: Legambiente has been collaborating for years with the Park, local 
institutions and Municipalities to enhance the value of these important valleys with 
their historical richness, culinary traditions and biodiversity. 

Objective of the workcamp is to enhance the sustainable tourism use, favoring 
support for quality agricultural production against the exploitation of the ski valley



Legambiente local group: The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association originated in 
1978 as "Committee for the Protection of the Environment", and since 1987 it is 
part of Legambiente.

The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association operates mainly in the context of the 
district of Lecco, in addition of being the office of the regional coordination of 
Volontariambiente.  Since 2008, Legambiente Lecco manages four "Houses in the 
Forest". In March 2013 Legambiente won the call for the management of the Parco 
Monte Barro Hostel and for environmental education activities within the same 
Regional Park.

The Legambiente Lecco group has about 200 members, 3 permanent employees, a 
project of the National Civil Service and several collaborations with partner 
organizations and institutions. 



Work: Volunteers will be involved in the maintenance of paths, woods and 
pastures.

Study part: in collaboration with botanists of the park, we will explore the topics of 
the European "Natura 2000" for the protection of biodiversity.



Accommodation and food: apartment with 4 rooms and a kitchen, located in the 
town center.



Location and leisure: The valley where the camp will take place is well known 
because of its landscape with beautiful alpine lakes, but also because of the 
important production of a typical cheese called Bitto.

In the free time will be proposed trekking in the high mountains.



Special requirements: Ability and predisposition to walk and work on mountain 
paths, interest in nature.

A motivation letter is required together with the VEF.
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Language:English will be the official language in the camp.



Terminal: Milan International Airports or Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport.  Morbegno 
railway station
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Referencia: 22

LEG15-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

VALLE LANZAName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2015Final Date:13/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG15 - Valle Lanza 

Bizzarone, province of Como, Lombardia region

13/07/2015 - 27/07/2015 

Type of work: ENVI 

Number of volunteers: 12 

Age: 18+



Project: The camp is organized thanks to the collaboration between Legambiente 
Varese and the Park Valle del Lanza since 2007. The park was born with the aim of 
safeguarding the valley from the expansion of the urban areas and to improve 
sustainable tourism. The paths' net of the area is very important because is part of 
the greenway that connect Milano's area with Switzerland.



Legambiente local group: Legambiente Varese Onlus, besides giving contributions 
to main Legambiente national campaigns, minds about the environment of the 
district of Varese since the eighties.  Legambiente Varese coordinates 14 local 
groups of Legambiente volunteers and it's the connection between local, regional 
and national offices of the association.  Thanks to this organization it carries out 
several activities such as the management of natural areas, the organization of 
work-camps,  environmental education addressed to youngest generations and 
promotion of environmentally friendly lifestyles.




Work: cleaning and maintenance of paths and trenches. The volunteers will work 
in collaboration with the technical staff of the park and with the "Protezione Civile" 
local group (Risk prevention voluntary team).



Study part: Part of the time will be dedicated, with the help of local experts, to 
study the natural characteristics of the Park, focusing on the difficult relationship 
between man and nature near the river.



Accommodation and food: the volunteers will sleep in tents (provided) and use a 
gym nearby for showers and a house with kitchen to prepare and eat meals. There 
will be an environmental friendly diet with local products and little meat. 



Location and leisure: The Park is located between the provinces of Como and 
Varese, immersed in the green of the first Prealpine foothills, in the lakes region 
and at the beginning of the great plan of the Po river. The park surface follows the 
river Lanza till it reaches its end in the River Olona, the valley is covered with 
several kinds of vegetation and rich of animals' presences. 

During the camp we'll go to hike in Prealps near Como lake.



Language: English will be the official language of the camp. (Some local people 
don't speak English, Legambiente volunteers will help the group in 
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don't speak English, Legambiente volunteers will help the group in 
communication).



Terminal: Malpensa AIrport, Malnate railway station.
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Referencia: 23

LEG17-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

LAKES´ PATH TO IVREAName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:04/08/2015Final Date:22/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG17 - Lakes' path to Ivrea 

Chiaverano, province of Turin, Piemonte region

22/07/2015 - 04/08/2015 

Type of work: ENVI 

Number of volunteers: 14

Age: 18 - 34 



Project: the project consists mainly of following up the last year project, 
continuing to restore paths leading to Ivrea border in order to allow reaching the 
hills from the countryside on foot in a nice environment: wood and lakes.

 

Legambiente local group: The Dora Baltea Legambiente club was founded  in 
1980. Its mission is the improvement of the local environment issues. Water, 
pollution, sustainable development, urbanism compatible with the soil defense and 
evaluation, clean and renewable energies, are only some of the dealt subjects. 




Work: All the volunteers and some local people will be involved in maintaining sign 
posts, pruning bushes, clearing brambles, and restoring stone walls and fences. 
The tools and the instructions for a proper use of them will be provided by expert 
persons. Furthermore touristic indications will be developed and put in place. 
Other activities could be helping experts to organize events and excursions on 
naturalistic and anthropological themes. 



Accommodation and food: the volunteers will be hosted in a hostel building in 
Chiaverano village.

The hostel has two large bedrooms, two restrooms, a large kitchen and an outdoor 
rainproof space. Any care will be taken to reduce the meat consumption and to 
provide special food should be it asked for religious or personal problems.



Location and leisure: Chiaverano is a small village at the feet of the Alps in the 
largest European Morenic Amphitheatre. It is surrounded by a fascinating 
landscape of morenic hills and lakes. They are the usual destination of people 
loving the nature. The territory is rich of geological and naturalistic witness of the 
ancient presence of the mankind. From the village it¿s easy to reach the highest 
mountains in Europe by car and then on foot. A visit to Torino, the first capital of 
Italy, is also possible. The nearest town is Ivrea known in the world because 
Olivetti typewriters, computers and printers.



Language: English will be the official language in the camp.



Terminal: airports: Torino Caselle, Milano Malpensa, Milano Linate, Orio al Serio. 
Ivrea Railway station.
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Referencia: 24

LEG18-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

LIFE CARETTA CALABRIA I (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:06/08/2015Final Date:24/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG18 - Life Caretta Calabria I             24/07/2015 - 06/08/2015



Palizzi, province of Reggio Calabria, Italy

Type of work: ENVI

Number of volunteers: 10

Age: 18+

 

Project: The workcamps will be carried out in the framework of the project Land-
and-sea actions for conservation of Caretta caretta in its most important Italian 
nesting ground (Ionian Calabria), co-financed by the European Programme Life. 
The project aims to implement multiple and integrated actions for the conservation 
of the most important nesting area of the loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta) 
in Italy, located in the Ionian coast of Calabria. The project addresses the main 
threats occurring both at land and at sea, and proposes an integrated approach 
between institutions and stakeholders.



Work: The volunteers will be involved in the following integrated activities: 
cleaning of the dunes from the waste, day and night monitoring of nests, planting 
of indigenous species in the dunal area; collection and classification of the beach 
litter, sensibilisation of tourists and inhabitants.

Study part: the volunteers will learn about the aspects of a fair management of 
delicate ecosystems such as the dunal ones.



Accommodation and food: In a sport center; the gym is equipped with bathrooms 
and separated sleeping rooms. The kitchen space will be arranged outside of the 
building 

Location and leisure: The workcamp will take place in the last southern part of the 
Italian boot, in the province of Reggio Calabria on the Ionian coast, embedded 
with the ancient Greek culture. Palizzi is a small municipality of around 2500 
inhabitants.

In the free time it will be possible to visit the natural Aspromonte Park, the 
archaeological site of Locri, the Roman villa of Casignana, the wonderful stone 
mountain of Pentedattilo, the ancient villages of Bova, Palizzi, Roghudi, 
Pietrapennata.



Special Requirements: A particular interest towards biodiversity and coastal 
ecosystems is recommended. A motivation letter is required together with the 
VEF. 



Language: English will be the official language in the camp; a basic knowledge of 
Italian would be appreciated.



Terminal: Palizzi train station; Reggio Calabria train station (bigger terminal). 
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Terminal: Palizzi train station; Reggio Calabria train station (bigger terminal). 
Airport of Reggio Calabria.
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Referencia: 25

LEG19-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

SAINT FRANCIS WAY IN THE SACRED VALLEYName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI-CULT  - environmental-culturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:09/08/2015Final Date:27/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG19 - Saint Francis way in the Sacred Valley

Rieti, Lazio region

27/07/2015 - 09/08/2015

Type of work: ENVI/CULT

Number of volunteers: 15

Age: 18+



Project: It will be the third edition of international camp and we will continue the 
work of previous editions. The primary goal of the camp is to restore, improve and 
strengthen the route of the Way of Saint Francis, and to prove that it shall 
represent a fundamental asset and strategic approach to the development and 
growth of natural slow and alternative tourism, in the Sacred Valley. In this way, 
we want to increase the presence in the area of our Club starting with virtuous 
actions of development and awareness, through cooperation with the 
municipalities of the Sacred Valley of Rieti. 



Legambiente local group: Legambiente - Centro Italia is the most important 
environmentalist local club in Rieti. In several years, Legambiente - Centro Italia 
organized many monitoring campaigns in Rieti and volunteering activities. First of 
all, the local group collaborates with the Municipality of Rieti to improve the 
separate collection of rubbish.



Work:  The volunteers will directly intervene in the path of the Way, restoring 
signage, as well as cleaning wild plants and recovery paths fence, stick. We are 
going to collaborate with a local association, "Ci vuole un senso", to inform the 
people of the village about some important environmental themes and we will 
organize some specific courses. Moreover, we will organize a separated collection 
of waste, where we find illegal or irregular dump. 



Accommodation and food: The volunteers will be hosted in a guestroom in the 
village of Piani Poggio Fidoni, 10 km from Rieti. The guestroom is located in the 
center of the village near food shop, bar and the main catholic church.

  

Location and leisure: The camp will be held in in the Sacred Valley of Rieti in the 
context of the Spritual Way of St. Francis of Assisi, with attention for the City of 
Rieti, the most important city in the Valley. It will possible to discover part of the 
Spiritual Way and act in areas that require interventions by volunteers.

Language: English will be the official language.



Terminal: Airport Roma Ciampino (90km); Airport Roma Fiumicino (110 km); 
Aereporto Sant'Egidio Perugia (110 km); Autobus from Tiburtina Station to Rieti; 
Train to Rieti.
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Referencia: 26

LEG20-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

PANTALICA ANCIENT SORTINOName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI-CULT  - environmental-culturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/08/2015Final Date:27/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG20 - Pantalica ancient Sortino

Sortino, province of Siracusa, Sicily region 

27/07/2015 - 10/08/2015 

Type of work: ENVI/CULT 

Number of volunteers: 14

Age: 18-30



Project: For years Legambiente has been trying to involve the local communities 
in the development of the area, taking advantage of its inclusion among UNRESCO 
sites.



Legambiente local group: The local group Ecopolis was born in 2005 thanks to a 
group of young people that decided to fight against the lack of civic sense, the 
inadequacy of public policies, to improve the respect towards common goods and 
to raise the value of the natural and cultural heritage of the area. The group 
adopted the slogan "say by doing" and worked to give positive inspirations to the 
local community.

The principal purpose of this camp is the environmental protection of the area 
close to Sortino.

 

Work: The volunteers will be involved in removing waste and recovering historical 
sites and signage paths of the natural reserve of Pantalica, which is also an 
important archeological site.

Some workdays will be spent also in Sortino to recover some common spaces that 
have been ruined or just neglected by the citizens. 



Accommodation and food: The Eremo is a municipal structure 4 Km far from 
Sortino. There are five rooms, a kitchen, two bathrooms and a big square. In the 
camp there will be organic food and few meat.



Location and leisure: Pantalica, one of the biggest necropolis in Europe, is situated 
between Ferla and Sortino. The site dates back to the Bronze Age and in 2005 it 
was declared World heritage Site by UNESCO.



Language: English will be the official language in the camp.



Terminal: Catania International Airport, Siracusa train station.
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Referencia: 27

LEG21-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

NATURALISTIC ROUTE AROUND LAKE SARTORIName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI-CULT  - environmental-culturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:11/08/2015Final Date:28/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG21 - Naturalistic route around lake Sartori

Troina, province of Enna, Sicily region

28/07/2015 - 11/08/2015    

Type of work: ENVI/CULT

Number of volunteers: 15 

Age: 18+



Project:  The local Legambiente group has been managing a path around the Lake 
Ancipa since 2001 with the aim to reach the growth of the town (Troina), 
capitalizing on local natural resources and foster a sustainable tourism. 

The purpose of the workcamp is to create pic nic areas. In addition the work-camp 
gives to the local population the possibility to know people from different 
countries.



Legambiente local group: Legambiente local group was born in 2001 and in the 
same year it had managed a path around the Lake Ancipa in which  today is 
possible ride a bike, ride an horse or have a walk in the outdoors. During the year, 
the volunteers of Legambiente local group (about 30 members) participate in 
various national campaigns, organizing different activities with schools, children 
and tourists to promote the environmentalist ideals.



Work: The work will take place near the lake Sartori. The volunteers will be 
involved in the restoration of  the path around the lake and in the building of a 
naturalistic route. Volunteers will be also involved in upgrading of an old windmill. 
The work will consist in cleaning the area by material of reject, carrying to waste 
matter and realize a turism area. 

Some students from the  local schools will be involved in the workcamp as 
volunteers.

  

Accommodation and food: The volunteer will be hosted in a school in Troina with 
beds, a kitchen, toilets and a shower.

 

Location and leisure: Troina is a little town in the hinterland of Sicily, located at 
1120m above sea-level. Its old name was Engyon and it was colonized in 1061 by 
the Norman count Ruggero d¿Altavilla who chose Troina as a base for the conquest 
of the whole island. In August 1943, after the landing of the Americans in Sicily, 
the territory of Troina become field of an historical battle between Germans and 
Americans in which a lot of people died. Testimonies of those events are the 
photographs of the famous photographer Robert Capa.

Troina now counts about 9000 inhabitants. It has wonderful landscapes and lot of 
old churches. The most important attraction in Troina is the artificial lake called 
Sartori which has around an amazing natural trail. The beach is more than 2 hours 
by car from Troina as well as Etna volcano but they could be reached in the free 
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by car from Troina as well as Etna volcano but they could be reached in the free 
days.



Language: English will be the official language of the camp. Some of the Italian 
volunteers speak a little bit of English and French.



Terminal: The nearest airport is Fontana Rossa in Catania. The nearest railway 
station is Stazione centrale in Catania
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Referencia: 28

LEG23-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

CAMPO DEI FIORI (MONTAR EN BICI)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:17/08/2015Final Date:03/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG23 - Campo dei Fiori 

Brinzio, province of Varese, Lombardia region

03/08/2015 - 17/08/2015

Type of work: ENVI

Number of volunteers: 12

Age: 18+




Project: The project is part of the collaboration between Legambiente and the 
Park. The Park is a very important natural area with a particular geographical 
location and geological features,  with a various vegetation: chestnut tree and 
beech tree woods, typical flora of the rocky areas, marshy and peaty zones rich in 
wildlife. The project's aim is the improvement of green tourism in order to prevent 
abandonment and degradation.

Volunteers will work mainly in "Villaggio Cagnola"'s area that is a place of great 
historical and natural importance used by the Park to create a centre for 
environmental education and to promote sustainable tourism.



Legambiente local group: Legambiente Varese Onlus, besides giving contributions 
to main Legambiente national campaigns, minds about the environment of the 
district of Varese since the eighties.  Legambiente Varese coordinates 14 local 
groups of Legambiente volunteers and it's the connection between local, regional 
and national offices of the association.  Thanks to this organization it carries out 
several activities such as the management of natural areas, the organization of 
work-camps,  environmental education addressed to youngest generations and 
promotion of environmentally friendly lifestyles.




Work: Volunteers will work mainly in paths cleaning and maintenance in a garden 
around the historical building and in removing weeds from meadow at the top of 
the mountain.




Accommodation and food: Volunteers will be hosted in a common room with 
camp-beds and they'll use a camp-kitchen. There will be an environmental friendly 
diet with local products and little meat.



Location and leisure: The natural Park "Campo Dei Fiori" overlooks the hills of the 
Province of Varese and the Po Plain. In the area there are several interesting 
natural and  historical  sites. more info at http://www.parcocampodeifiori.it

Brinzio is a little village (about 880 inhabitants) in the center of the park.

The camp accommodation is situated close to a meeting place of local people, in 
free time volunteer can join games and sport activities. 

Part of the time will be dedicated to study the natural characteristic (geological, of 
biodiversity etc.) of the Park and to visit some important natural areas. 
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Special requirements: Volunteers must be able to ride bicycles.



Language:English will be the official language of the camp&#8232;, people of the 
village mostly don't speak english, Legambiente volunteers will help for the 
communication.



Terminal: Milano Malpensa airport, Varese train station
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Referencia: 29

LEG24-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

LAVINO PARKName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/08/2015Final Date:04/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG24 - Lavino Park 

Scafa, province of Pescara, Abruzzo region

04/08/2015 - 19/08/2015 

Type of work: ENVI

Number of volunteers: 12

Age: 18+



Project: Redevelopment of the area through the valorization of the park.

Legambiente local group: Legambiente parco Lavino was born in 2004; in 2006 
the municipality of Scafa entrusts the management of the park to it, who restores 
a building making it a centre for environmental education.



Work: Volunteers will cut the lawn, cut small shrubs, clean the park, install new 
signs, clean and remove waste, sensibilisation of local community and tourism 
monitoring.



Accommodation and food: volunteers will be hosted in a former school.



Location and leisure: Scafa is a lovely small village in Abruzzo, near Pescara far 
about 170 Km from Rome. The volunteers will work in the Sulphureous Sources 
Park of Lavino.



Language: English



Terminal: Pescara airport; Scafa train station.
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Referencia: 30

LEG26-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

MONTEVECCHIA PARKName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:22/08/2015Final Date:09/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG26 - Montevecchia Park

Montevecchia, province of Lecco, Lombardia region

09/08/2015 - 22/08/2015 

Type of work: ENVI 

Number of volunteers: 11 

Age: 18 +



Project: The Park of Montevecchia and Curone Valley is an important green lung at 
the gates of the metropolitan area of Milan. Legambiente works for the 
enhancement and preservation of the biodiversity of the many natural 
environments and the historical and agricultural areas.

Objective of the workcamp is  mowing of grassland and recovery of ancient 
artifacts rural 



Legambiente local group: The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association originated in 
1978 as Committee for the Protection of the Environment, and since 1987 it is part 
of Legambiente. The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association operates mainly in the 
context of the district of Lecco, in addition of being the office of the regional 
coordination of Legambiente voluntary committe.  Since 2008, Legambiente Lecco 
manages four "Houses in the Forest". In March 2013 Legambiente won the call for 
the management of the Parco Monte Barro Hostel and for environmental education 
activities within the same Regional Park.

The Legambiente Lecco group has about 200 members, 3 permanent employees, a 
project of the National Civil Service and several collaborations with partner 
organizations and institutions. 



Work: cleaning of water channels, maintenance paths and stopover points




Study part: ecological discover the natural environments of the park, plants and 
animals.



Accommodation and food: house park with meeting room, kitchen and refectory.



Location and leisure:  the  camp is located in a small park that is located between 
Lecco and the Milan metropolitan area. In their free time volunteers can visit Lecco 
and its lake, the city of Bergamo and Milan.



Special requirements: Ability and predisposition to walk and work on the paths, 
interest in nature.

 

Language:English will be the official language in the camp




Terminal: airports of Milano Malpensa, Milano Linate, Orio al Serio; railway station 
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Terminal: airports of Milano Malpensa, Milano Linate, Orio al Serio; railway station 
of Olgiate Molgora
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Referencia: 31

LEG27-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY (MONTAR EN BICI)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI-RENO-CULT  - Environmental - Restoration - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/09/2015Final Date:30/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG27 - Industrial archaeology in Romagna

Sogliano al Rubicone, province of Forlì-Cesena, Emilia Romagna region

30/08/2015 - 13/09/2015 

Type of work: ENVI/RENO

Number of volunteers: 15

Age: 18+




Project: The camp promotes the eco-friendly use of an area with major natural 
and historical-cultural relevance and, possibly, nucleation and development of 
micro-economies. 



Legambiente local group: Legambiente Marche onlus promotes and implements at 
regional level the national camapigns. In particular it deals with the valorization of 
the small municipalities full of history and culture.



Work:

a) Identification of the path leading to an old mine (dating back to the late XVIII 
century) and restoration of the path itself;

b) Elimination of unwanted plants and care of the biodiversity of native specimens;

c) Identification of the location of the entrance of the mine and restoration and of 
the same;

d) Preparation of informative sign posts about the flora and the fauna;

e) Drafting of a report at the end of the camp to be presented to the municipal 
authorities and inhabitants of Sogliano al Rubicone.



Study part: The volunteers will learn botanical aspects linked to the presence of 
native plants and specimens with a significant biodiversity (large oaks, small 
orchids); and geological aspects linked to the mine area. The working activities will 
be carried out with the technical support of a geologist, a botanist and 
representatives of the "Società di Ricerca e Studio della Romagna Mineraria" 
(Society for the search and study of the mines in Romagna).



Accommodation and food: Volunteers will be hosted in a guesthouse.




Location and leisure: The territory of Sogliano is marked by the river Rubicone 
that is remembered for having been crossed by Julius Caesar in the first century B. 
C.

In the east of Sogliano is the Adriatic Sea, with the beautiful beach of Rimini, and 
to the west are green hills, villages full historical traditions, famous for their food 
and wine tastings.

For its geographical position, Sogliano al Rubicone has bright light at sunrise, red 
sunsets, and starry nights that inspired Dante Alighieri, Giotto, Leonardo da Vinci 
and, closer to us, the poet Giovanni Pascoli and the film director Federico Fellini.
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and, closer to us, the poet Giovanni Pascoli and the film director Federico Fellini.

During the free time the volunteers will visit the land of Federico Fellini and the 
small companies at the forefront of bio food production (including "formaggio di 
fossa").



Special requirements: Volunteers must be able to ride a bike.

 

Language: English will be the common language.

 

Terminal: Nearest airports are Bologna, Forli and Rimini. Nearest train station is 
Rimini.
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Referencia: 32

LEG28-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

BIKE & HEARS VALLE DELL´ ANIENEName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

CULT-ENVI  - Cultural-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:14/09/2015Final Date:31/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG28 - Bike&Hearts Valle dell'Aniene 

Anticoli Corrado, province of Rome, Lazio region

31/08/2015 - 14/09/2015 

Type of work: CULT/ENVI/RENO

Number of volunteers: 12

Age: 18+



Project: Anticoli Corrado has an important museum of modern and contemporary 
art and is an important touristic place, but mostly for people from Rome. However 
it has an international vocation because of its history and artistic past and the 
municipality, with the support of the local associations, wants to enhance this 
vocation. Legambiente Mondi Possibili bet on the touristic development of the 
valley and create in Anticoli Corrado an Educational Centre for children and adults 
who want to build a green future. 

 

Legambiente local group: Legambiente Mondi Possibili was born in 2006. It 
organises The Global Sharing day in Festambiente Mondi Possibili - http:
//festambiente.mondipossibili.it/ and several activities for bike mobility - www.
magnalonga.net



Work: The work of volunteers will contribute to improve the enviromental 
communication and operations of the structure, translate some promotional 
materials in foreign languages and help the museum's  activities and works for the 
conservation and value of artworks.

Therefore, the volunteers will contribute to the creation of an environmental 
educational campaign in an intercultural way for children of Anticoli Corrado. They 
will strictly cooperate with the Anticoli's inhabitants in the summer event 
organization.



Study part: The volunteers will learn how to repair a bike and to create a 
vegetable garden



Accommodation and food: "Il Casone" is an Educational Center at the feet of the 
hill of Anticoli Corrado.



Location and leisure: Anticoli Corrado is a village with less than 1000 inhabitants, 
50 km from Rome, in Lazio region. Anticoli Corrado could be a milestone for 
tourism. This because of its proximity to Rome, because it is included in the 
Aniene Valley (that can be visited on foot or by bike), because it has a long artistic 
history, because it is a very nice village. 

During the free time it will be possible to have excursions in the Aniene Valley, 
Tivoli and to visit the nearby very nice villages to go once to Rome.
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Special requirements:  Volunteers must be able to ride a bike



Language: English will be the official language of the camp.




Terminal: Leonardo da Vinci Airport (Fiumicino - FCO), RomeTrain stations (Roma 
Termini or Roma Tiburtina) , local train station: Mandela, Roviano (2 KM).
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Referencia: 33

LEG29-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

PIAN DI SPAGNA RESERVEName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/09/2015Final Date:06/09/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG29 - Pian di Spagna Reserve

Sorico, province of Como, Lombardia region

06/09/2015 - 19/09/2015

Type of work: ENVI 

Number of volunteers: 11

Age: 18+



Project: Legambiente has been working for years for the management of the 
reserve to enhance the area and to safeguard it from the numerous attempts of 
speculation over the years. 

The protected area is adjacent to a former industrial area heavily polluted; 
Legambiente is particularly committed in the contradiction between industrial 
interests and the pubic ones, represented in this case by the natural reserve.

Objective of the workcamps is to enhance the educational use of the area




Legambiente local group: The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association originated in 
1978 as "Committee for the Protection of the Environment", and since 1987 it is 
part of Legambiente.

The Legambiente Lecco Onlus association operates mainly in the context of the 
district of Lecco, in addition of being the office of the regional coordination of 
Volontariambiente.  Since 2008, Legambiente Lecco manages four "Houses in the 
Forest". In March 2013 Legambiente won the call for the management of the Parco 
Monte Barro Hostel and for environmental education activities within the same 
Regional Park.

The Legambiente Lecco group has about 200 members, 3 permanent employees, a 
project of the National Civil Service and several collaborations with partner 
organizations and institutions. 



Work: Arrangement of educational courses and pic-nic areas; removing garbage; 
collaboration in the censuses of the fauna.

Study part: In collaboration with botanists of the park, we will explore the topics 
of the European "Natura 2000" for the protection of biodiversity.



Accommodation and food: volunteers will be hosted in a guesthouse, with two 
room with six beds.

Some food will be bought from local farmers and cooked at the hostel by 
volunteers.



Location and leisure: The reserve of Pian di Spagna is located at the feet of the 
Orobiche Alps, at the confluence of Lake Mezzola and the river Adda to Lake 
Como. in their free time volunteers can go trekking in the mountains and having 
trips to the lake.
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Language: English will be the official language in the camp.




Terminal: Milan International Airports or Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport.  Colico 
railway station.
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Referencia: 34

LEG30-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

SCIENTIFIC PROJECT NATURALAMBRO I (C. MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.legambiente.it

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/09/2015Final Date:14/09/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG30 - Scientific project Naturalambro I                05/10/2015 - 18/10/2015



Baggero Merone, province or Como, Lombardia region  Type of work: ENVI

Number of volunteers: 3 Age: 18+



Project: The camp is part of a scientific project called NATURALAMBRO, according 
to which the park is realizing ecological connection between different environments 
of the park in order to improve the biodiversity of the area. Legambiente is 
collaborating with the project by involving local communities, students and 
volunteers.



Legambiente local group: Legambiente Lombardia performs its activities on a 
regional basis, with more than 100 local groups. It promotes initiatives against the 
soil consumption and for the conservation of natural resources. The members are 
involved in activities such as raising awareness, information, education, scientific 
issues. Legambiente is one of the most known association for its campaigns: 
Goletta dei Laghi (analysis of the lakes to promote the preservation of the 
coastlines), Custodia del Territorio (sustainable soil use, environment and 
biodiversity protection with land stewardship activities). Legambiente invests 
several resources in understanding and forecasting the possible environmental 
impacts of new technologies, in educating and promoting the adoption of 
responsible behaviour, and in lobbying for environmentally correct political 
decisions. For these purposes Legambiente has created several Environment 
Education Centres.



Work:

a) Planting, maintenance;

b) scientific activities: monitoring of fauna (especially bird ringing), native species 
conservation, creation of ecological corridors for the forest improvement.



Study part: In direct collaboration with the technical staff of the park, most part of 
the time will be dedicated to study the natural characteristics of the park and the 
project that the technical staff is carrying out in order to rise the biodiversity of 
flora and fauna.



Accommodation and food: The volunteers will be hosted in a hostel. There will be 
an environmental friendly diet with local products and little meat.



Location and leisure: The Park's territory extends along a 25 km-long stretch along 
the river Lambro, between Pusiano and Alserio lakes in the north and Parco della 
Villa Reale di Monza in the south. The Park territory includes the hilly stretch of the 
river Lambro and has different features along its route. The area of the lakes is the 
most interesting from a naturalistic point of view, since it includes lake 
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most interesting from a naturalistic point of view, since it includes lake 
environments which are already safeguarded in part by Riserva naturale orientata 
della Riva Orientale del Lago di Alserio. Both lakes are Sites of Community 
Importance (SCI)



Special Requirements: Volunteers has to be interested in ecology and natural 
science. A studying or professional path in biology, natural science or parks 
management would be a further asset.

A motivation letter is required together with the VEF.



Language: English will be the official language in the camp.(Some local people 
don't speak English. Legambiente volunteers will help the group in 
communication).



Terminal: Milano AIrports, Merone railway station.
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Referencia: 35

LEG35-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

Archaeological Park Cava IspicaName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

CULT-ENVI  - Cultural-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/07/2015Final Date:28/06/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LEG35 -  Archaeological Park Cava Ispica

Modica, province of Ragusa, Sicily region

28/06/2015 -  12/07/2015

Type of work: CULT/ENVI 

Number of volunteers: 15

Age: 18+



Project: The project mainly aims to recover the Cava Ispica archeological and 
natural walking area, particularly Pernamazzoni area in the municipality of Modica. 
It is a place full of archeological sites (catacombs, Byzantine churches, Paleolithic 
tombs, cave settlement) along a natural canyon called cave. Detailed information 
will be placed in the area to describe archeological monuments (about 30) and 
give the direction to every walks (about 3). One of the main activity will be the 
cleaning and recovering of cave village of Pernamazzoni, by the recovering of old 
frames and the construction of small fences and stairs. The cleaning of the trails 
will be useful to prevent fire: the trials are also a protection for the vegetation and 
the special biodiversity of the cave. 

Legambiente local group: Legambiente Modica Melograno club is a young local 
group of Legambiente, that, besides participating to the main Legambiente 
national campaigns and initiatives carrying out information sessions and 
awareness campaigns, is active in the district of Ragusa through the management 
of natural areas, collaborating with local authorities such as regional and local 
Parks, municipalities, local groups and associations. Environmental education 
addressed to youngest generations and promotion of environmentally friendly 
lifestyles are possible thanks to a permanent staff of operators and to national and 
international volunteers coming from the local territory or through youth voluntary 
projects, such as international voluntary workcamps.

Work: Volunteers will do cut and mow works by appropriate manual means; 
mechanical means will be used only by local volunteers. Volunteers will also do the 
following works: repairing fences, painting and putting signage, cleaning of cave 
settlement, recovering existing walks, construction of wood stairs. 

The working time will be 6 hours for 5 days a week.

Accommodation and food: Volunteers will be hosted in a rural house located near 
the Archaeological Park of Cava Ispica. It is composed by a full furnished kitchen, 
a bathroom, a living room, an attic where five people can sleep on beds folding 
camping. Volunteers will have a comfortable suite (one shower, one toilet and one 
sink), outside the house in an outdoor courtyard (4 showers) while in a treed area 
will be placed two tents (such as civil protection) of 5 beds each.

During the workcamp the volunteers will eat fruits and vegetables in season, bread 
and homemade pizza, pasta, a little meat.

Location and leisure: Cava d¿Ispica can be considered as a 13 km natural canyon 
extended which is located in the Southern-East Sicily, near the councils of Modica, 
Rosolini and Ispica. The canyon was crossed by two rivers, the Pernamazzoni and 
the Busaitone, that now are two little torrents.
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the Busaitone, that now are two little torrents.

The cave represents one of the most beautiful naturalistic site of the whole Sicily 
and an important historic site of the prehistoric age to middle age.

After the work hours volunteers will participate to tours to barocco towns (Modica, 
Scicli, Ragusa, Noto), trips to main iblea¿s caves (Fiume Cassibile e Pantalica), 
entertainment with folk music and Sicilian historical movies, sea trips. 

During the free time you can make trekking excursions in the south-east Sicilian 
area and to the sea.

Language: English will be the official language in the camp.

Terminal: Airport Catania Fontanarossa International /  Siracusa Railways station.  

Modica is connected directly with Airport Catania by the buses of the line AST, in 
two hours. It is possible to arrive in Modica by train from Syracuse in two hour 
about.
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Referencia: 36

LUNAR06-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

COMICS FESTIVAL (CUOTA EXTRA 20 EUR + 21 AÑOS)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

FEST  - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:21Min Age:04/07/2015Final Date:22/06/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 06  COMICS FESTIVAL ROMA  22/06/2015-04/07/2015   FEST  Vols:10   
21+ Extra fee:20 EURO

PROJECT: The "Crack" International Comics Festival is organized every year by 
Forte Prenestino Social Center, in Rome. Forte Prenestino is one of the most 
important alternative cultural and social project in Italy. It was squatted 25 years 
ago, and now is the promoter of many cultural underground events.

Crack will host editors and artists coming mainly from European and 
Mediterranean countries: 4 days of exhibitions, workshops and cultural exchange 
will involve hundreds of youngsters and experts. The festival will be held from the 
25th to the 28th June 2015.

WORK: the volunteers will support the local group in managing the festival: 
preparation, restaurant, pub, cleaning and other activities will be shared with the 
local volunteers. The work could be physically hard, but the environment is funny 
and easy going! 

ACCOMMODATION: in a dorm with beds, the volunteers will have to prepare the 
breakfast and will have lunches and dinners with the local volunteers. 

REQUIREMENTS: To be open minded and ready to live in an alternative 
community. A project related motivation letter.

Expect a very very basic accommodation.

Extra fee: 20 EURO

LOCATION: Rome - Lazio, Central  

TERMINAL: Rome
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Address:

ROMALocation:

AGAPE 2Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/07/2015Final Date:29/06/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 07  AGAPE 2  PRALI MANU  29/06/2015 - 20/07/2015



PROJECT: Agape international ecumenical centre is a place of encounter where you 
can live an intense experience of community in beautiful natural surroundings. 
Agape was and still is an important point of reference in Italian Protestantism, for 
50 years a place of education and development, theological exploration, political 
engagement, of acceptance and validation of differences. Every year many people, 
with different religious, cultural, political background, and of different age, come to 
Agape to discuss and to be challenged, to get to know themselves and each other 
and to exchange experiences around a particular theme. Agape was built after the 
Second World War as a sign of hope and of reconciliation between people, thanks 
to the voluntary work of many young men and women; a resident group still lives 
at Agape throughout the year. The dimensions of community and voluntary service 
remain central. Please visit: www.agapecentroecumenico.org to see which are the 
activity programmes for this period.

WORK: The work camp will support the activities of AGAPE when a number of 
guests have meetings on issues of political, social, cultural and religious interest. 
Volunteers will help in the following areas: kitchen, meal service (tables and 
dishes), cleaning, maintenance, bar tending, babysitting. Games, discussions and 
outings can be organized during free time. Programmed activities (especially in the 
evening) are most of the time open to volunteers, as long as they do not clash 
with work commitments. The place is beautiful but really isolated, though you will 
stay together with many international participants to the meetings of AGAPE.

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD: Usually the workcampers will be host in 3-4 bed 
bedrooms. Toilets are in common on the floor. The meal are typical Italian 
Mediterranean and there's a vegetarian alternative for those who require it, as well 
as for any specific allergies. It is possible to use a washing machine.

ARRIVAL: We require that all volunteers contact the office before arriving 
especially since travel to Agape can be complicated.

TERMINAL: Turin.
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LUNAR09-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

SAN SIRO STREET FESTIVAL (+21 AÑOS)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

FEST  - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:21Min Age:22/07/2015Final Date:10/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 09 San Siro Street Festival Milan FEST 10/07/2015-22/07/2015 Age:21+



PROJECT: the association "Aps Yard" was founded in 2001 and supports projects 
about many different items: anti-racism, sociability, cultures, territories, active 
citizenship, human rights, reuse and recycle, mutual aid, non-formal education 
with young people and children. We promote a work camp in the San Siro district, 
a multicultural popular block at the center of the main urban trasformations area 
of the second biggest Italian city. Our aim is to achieve an exchange between the 
inhabitants and the international volunteers group to create the possibility of 
learning experience for both. The expedient is the annual summer festival of the c 
ommittee of the inhabitants.

WORK:The international volunteers group will help the inhabitants and the local 
volunteers to realize the five day festival that celebrate the 6th birthday of the 
"Committee of the San Siro Inhabitants" involved in the housing right struggle, in 
the improvement of living conditions in the neighborhood, against racism and 
discrimination. You can contribute at the festival in several ways: structures 
assembly and disassembly, organization of food and beverage stands, set design 
of the festival, communication... The international volunteers will be always side 
by side with local volunteers with experience in previous editions of the festival.

ACCOMODATION: Volunteers will be hosted at the 'Space of Mutual Aid', a squat in 
which there are two large apartments (130 square meters each) entirely dedicated 
to them, without distinction between males and females. There will be hot water in 
3 baths. You can use the Wi-Fi in the building, but not in the room. The food will 
be prepared by volunteers together with the inhabitants of the house and you can 
also eat vegetarian.

LOCATION: Milano, Italia. 

TERMINAL: The nearest terminal is Milano Linate Airport (LIN) the second 
international airport of Milan, but you can also fly on Milano Malpensa (MXP) and 
Bergamo Orio al Serio (BGY). The airports are well connected with the city by 
coach and railway. The nearest underground stop is 'Lotto' on the red line.
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LUNAR10-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

HARVEST & THRESHING FEASTS (C. EXTRA 20 EUR)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

AGRI  - AgricultureProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2015Final Date:13/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 10 Harvest and Threshing Feasts Calcariola, Rieti  AGRI-FEST 13/07/2015- 
27/07/2015  Vols:10  Extra Fee: 20 EURO



Project: Tularú - Centre for sustainable production, is an organic start-up 
cooperative, that work to merge different agricultural techniques and to valorize 
the social and cultural value of sustainable production. This is the reason why the 
Harvest and Threshing Feasts, when you reap with hand ancient wheat grains it is 
a chance to involve the community and the old farmers who still remebember the 
traditional techniques. The participants to the Fest are also encouraged to join, 
since the bread that will be cooked in the next year with the harversted wheat will 
be very cheap for them. 

The Feasts will include educational workshops and artistical events (music and 
buskers) while there will be the chance to buy local products. 

Work: The Feast will be an event of agricultural work with a small festival, every 
related task will be done by the volunteers: preparation of the interior of external 
spaces, assistance in the kitchen, reaping and harvesting by hand, public 
reception. From 13 to 15 July, as part of the activities of preparation of the space, 
there will be a workshop for the construction of an earthen oven. Being primarily 
an agricultural activity, the dates of the Feasts are approximate and depend on 
weather. In case of rain other tasks will be performed.

Accommodation and Food: the volunteers will be hosted in the farmhouse where 
the local staff live: two dorms with bunk beds and two bathrooms are available,  
another compost toilet and a shower are outside with hot water (from 
thermocompost). The food, vegetarian and not, you will be cooked together with 
volunteers

Location: Tularù is located atop Mount Ponzano, in a hilly/mountain (850 m, asl) 
area, quite wild. The nearest town, Calcariola, is located 6 km of gravel road, while 
Grotti, a town with a grocery store and two bars, is located 7 km . In the land of 
the farm there are two swimming ponds, forests, pastures and arable land. Rieti is 
the provincial capital (50,000 inh.)

Terminal: Rome

Extra fee:20 EURO
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LUNAR11-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

AGAPE 3Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/08/2015Final Date:20/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 11  AGAPE 3  PRALI MANU  20/07/2015 - 10/08/2015  



PROJECT: Agape international ecumenical centre is a place of encounter where you 
can live an intense experience of community in beautiful natural surroundings. 
Agape was and still is an important point of reference in Italian Protestantism, for 
50 years a place of education and development, theological exploration, political 
engagement, of acceptance and validation of differences. Every year many people, 
with different religious, cultural, political background, and of different age, come to 
Agape to discuss and to be challenged, to get to know themselves and each other 
and to exchange experiences around a particular theme. Agape was built after the 
Second World War as a sign of hope and of reconciliation between people, thanks 
to the voluntary work of many young men and women; a resident group still lives 
at Agape throughout the year. The dimensions of community and voluntary service 
remain central. Please visit: www.agapecentroecumenico.org to see which are the 
activity programmes for this period.

WORK: The work camp will support the activities of AGAPE when a number of 
guests have meetings on issues of political, social, cultural and religious interest. 
Volunteers will help in the following areas: kitchen, meal service (tables and 
dishes), cleaning, maintenance, bar tending, babysitting. Games, discussions and 
outings can be organized during free time. Programmed activities (especially in the 
evening) are most of the time open to volunteers, as long as they do not clash 
with work commitments. The place is beautiful but really isolated, though you will 
stay together with many international participants to the meetings of AGAPE.

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD: Usually the workcampers will be host in 3-4 bed 
bedrooms. Toilets are in common on the floor. The meal are typical Italian 
Mediterranean and there's a vegetarian alternative for those who require it, as well 
as for any specific allergies. It is possible to use a washing machine.

ARRIVAL: We require that all volunteers contact the office before arriving 
especially since travel to Agape can be complicated.

TERMINAL: Turin.
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LUNAR13-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

PARKAMBIENTE-NATURAL PARKName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

ENVI-CONS  - Environmental - ConstuctionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2015Final Date:30/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 13 ParkAmbiente-Natural Park for people with disabilities Sannio ENVI-
CONS 30/07/2015-13/08/2015



PROJECT: Parkambiente association is in charge of environment protection. It 
organizes trekking, orienteering competitions and cultural paths, enhancing the 
natural resources, but mainly it is engaged in the construction of a natural Park, 
involving disabled people and volunteers in construction, maintanance and 
management, together with the volunteers. 

WORK: Volunteers will be engaged in the work of paths, replacement of stockade 
and park maintenance, especially the care of green in the park.

We organized this field to enable the disabled people to take advantage of a green 
space fitted for them.We will work 5 days a week; in the morning: from 9.00 a.m. 
to 12.00 a.m.; in the afternoon: from 4.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m. except Saturday and 
Sunday.

ACCOMODATION:To sleep we will be guests of a school structure with division of 
rooms for men and rooms for women.  We will make sure to prepare on networks 
beds and mattresses.  The bathrooms will be those of the students. 

There are no washing machines.

FOOD: We will be independent, meaning that a shift system will organize groups 
for cooking and cleaning. For the evening we will invite volunteers to prepare the 
recipes of their own Nations.

LOCATION:Sannio is located 40 km from Naples with 9000 inhabitants.

LEISURE TIME.Cultural tours will be organized as sightseeing in Naples, Caserta e 
Benevento.During the evenings we will partecipate in fairs and festivals organized 
to nearby towns.

TERMINAL: Internationa Airport is «Napoli Capodichino» With shuttle one can go 
to the train station «NAPOLI CENTRALE» (Naples Central).

To reach Airola you have to take the train to Arpaia - Line METROCAMPANIANORD. 
From Naples Central Station, you could also take a Bus to Benevento and get off 
at Arpaia.
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LUNAR14-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

ECODREAM GARGANOName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

FEST  - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2015Final Date:01/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 14 Ecodream Gargano Cagnano Varano and Carpino FEST-ENVI 
01/08/2015-13/08/2015



PROJECT:The organizational association are Isola Capojale and Carpino Folk 
Festival. the association are both from Gargano, the first association work in 
Capojale (Cagnano Varano) and the second work in Carpino. The work is about to 
topics: one is for clean the natural beach and the other is for prepare the festival 
of folk music. Our motivation for build this work camp is for help the local 
community, show a good vibration of the territory of Gargano, and share our 
culture. We want international volunteers for exchange the culture, experiences, 
language, etc. We want to teach the importance of group building, cooperation, 
share, having fun, etc. Also we want to send a message to the local community 
about the importance that is make a volunteering and the warranties that this 
present.

WORK: the hours to work are 5/6h per day. The first week, In Capojale (Cagnano 
Varano), the work is at morning. But the second week, in Carpino, the work could 
be in the afternoon/night. The free time is depend of the week, if the work is in 
the morning the free time is in the afternoon and the opposide, if the work is in 
the afternoon the free time in the morning. Also the volunteers could have a rest-
day. 

ACCOMODATION & FOOD:  The Capojale house has two bedrooms for  5 and 5 
people. Also in this house there is a kitchen where all participants will cook. The 
house in Carpino have rooms to share and with shared bathroom also. A Carpino 
locals prepare food for us.

LOCATION:   Capojale is a fraction of Cagnano Varano, is a sea town in the 
adriatic coast, also is a fisherman town. Carpino is located near the Varano lake, 
althoght is situated inside the region (near Cagnano), is a village farmer. 

TERMINAL:Roma, Bari, Pescara, Napoli.

Train/Bus station: Bari, Roma, Pescara, Napoli, Foggia, San Severo.
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Referencia: 43

LUNAR15-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

BRIANZA HILLSName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/08/2015Final Date:01/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 15 BRIANZA HILLS Alzate Brianza ENVI 01/08/2015-15/08/2015



PROJECT: The local promoter is an environmental association, really active in the 
region: Circolo Ambiente "Ilaria Alpi". The site of activities is a wood situated on 
hills near the town.

WORK:it consists in cleaning path in the wood, rebuild signposting, replace old 
descriptive signs of the several trees and plants, works on the local flora. The 
volunteers work about 6 hours a day, five days a week. It's necessary work 
clothes considering that the camp is in a wood (it's needed trekking shoes, long 
trousers, sweater or pile, k-way, etc.).

LOCATION: The workcamp is situated in the municipality of a little town, Alzate 
Brianza, in the north of Italy, near Como. The site of activities is a wood situated 
on hills near the town.

ACCOMODATION: in a gym with 12 beds, bathrooms, showers and supplied 
kitchen.The volunteers cook, eat and sleep in the gym. Surrounding area: near the 
place where the volunteers are going to live and work, you can visit the Brianza 
lakes, and in a few kilometres you can enjoy the cities of Como, Lecco and Milan 
and tourist places like Bellagio or the Valassina valley. 

TERMINAL: Milan
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Referencia: 44

LUNAR16-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

AGAPE 4Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/08/2015Final Date:10/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 16  AGAPE 4  PRALI MANU  10/08/2015 - 31/08/2015



PROJECT: Agape international ecumenical centre is a place of encounter where you 
can live an intense experience of community in beautiful natural surroundings. 
Agape was and still is an important point of reference in Italian Protestantism, for 
50 years a place of education and development, theological exploration, political 
engagement, of acceptance and validation of differences. Every year many people, 
with different religious, cultural, political background, and of different age, come to 
Agape to discuss and to be challenged, to get to know themselves and each other 
and to exchange experiences around a particular theme. Agape was built after the 
Second World War as a sign of hope and of reconciliation between people, thanks 
to the voluntary work of many young men and women; a resident group still lives 
at Agape throughout the year. The dimensions of community and voluntary service 
remain central. Please visit: www.agapecentroecumenico.org to see which are the 
activity programmes for this period.

WORK: The work camp will support the activities of AGAPE when a number of 
guests have meetings on issues of political, social, cultural and religious interest. 
Volunteers will help in the following areas: kitchen, meal service (tables and 
dishes), cleaning, maintenance, bar tending, babysitting. Games, discussions and 
outings can be organized during free time. Programmed activities (especially in the 
evening) are most of the time open to volunteers, as long as they do not clash 
with work commitments. The place is beautiful but really isolated, though you will 
stay together with many international participants to the meetings of AGAPE.

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD: Usually the workcampers will be host in 3-4 bed 
bedrooms. Toilets are in common on the floor. The meal are typical Italian 
Mediterranean and there's a vegetarian alternative for those who require it, as well 
as for any specific allergies. It is possible to use a washing machine.

ARRIVAL: We require that all volunteers contact the office before arriving 
especially since travel to Agape can be complicated.

TERMINAL: Turin.
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LUNAR17-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

CASTLE IN FESTName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

ARCH  - ArchaeologyProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/08/2015Final Date:11/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 17  CASTLE IN FEST  Buccheri  ARCH-FEST 11/08/2015-25/08/2015

   

PROJECT: IRIDE ASSOCIATION are a group of young guys and girls moved by the 
love for our town. During this year we organized a lot of events and activities in 
Buccheri, with the aim of attract young people from the adjoining towns. This way 
we became very soon the center of young's meet up. We would like that 
volunteers share with us our beautiful town, so to leave them a little bit of our love 
for Buccheri.

WORK: Volunteers will be involved in a very interesting archeological project, 
divided in different steps. The first one (this summer one) will be about the 
cleaning and the preparation for the main excavation. It could be an unforgettable 
chance to learn, with the help of archeologists, and have fun with Buccheri's 
people, known all around south-east Sicily to be very pleasant. Volunteers will 
already be involved in MEDFEST, a very important medieval festival, able to 
attract visitors from all the Sicily. Volunteers could already be involved in some 
activity relating to the festival (Organization of a show, participate to the medieval 
procession or anything else the volunteers will like to do).

ACCOMMODATION : Volunteers will be housed in a school, which has kitchen and 
showers. PLEASE  BRING  YOUR OWN SLEEPING BAG.In cooking meals will depend 
on the volunteers themselves.

LOCATION:Buccheri is a small town placed in the south-east of Sicily, near 
Syracuse. It has 2500 inhabitants and summer weather is great, thanks to its 
highness (about 820 m), that makes Buccheri the highest town of Iblei Mountains.

TERMINAL:Catania
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LUNAR18-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

CAMP@RT FESTIVAL (CUOTA EXTRA 15 EUR)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

FEST  - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2015Final Date:16/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 18  Camp@rt Festival  Cefalù   FEST 16/08/2015-26/08/2015  Extra Fee:
15¿



PROJECT:Camp @rt Festival: the festival wants to be an opportunity for young 
artists to vent and to give space to their own fantasy and inspiration through 
different art forms: impromptu painting and sculpture, live performances of the 
best independent musicians local, national and international. The main objective is 
to share, to promote and to increase the personal artistic, cooperative and 
respectful background, stimulating the volunteers to the active participation it self. 
The official motto of Camp@rt is ¿The festival is you¿, because everyone can 
contribute to make it better. This Workcamp is organized to have more assistance 
in the implementation and the organization of the activities of the whole festival.

WORK: The aim is to prepare the festival area and to help in the promotion. We 
can split the owrk in three phases: 

¿ before the festival - cut grass and bushes, clean camp areas, installation of 
structures.

¿ before and during the festival -advertise events, leafleting in town

¿ after the festival - arrangement of location, garbage collection, dismantling 
structures.

The work will be done in 5 hours a day, varied in the different tasks. 2 free days 
are possible (not during the festival!)

Food and accommodation: the volunteers, along with the staff, will cook in the 
area of all activities, where will be sat up a kitchen and the food will be provided 
by the staff, agreed with the volunteers whether there are special needs 
(vegetarians, vegans, intolerants¿). The accommodation will be in tents and will be 
available indoors and outdoors toilets and showers.

LOCATION: this workcamp will take place in Cefalù, an historical town close to 
Palermo city (Sicily), in the equestrian facility of ¿Ippo Club¿ association. Cefalù is 
located on the northern coast of Sicily (Italy) on the Tyrrhenian Sea about 70 km 
east of Palermo and 185 km west of Messina. 

TERMINAL:Palermo,Trapani,Catania 

Extra fee: 15 EURO
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LUNAR19-15

Address:

ROMALocation:

LUCRETILI NATURAL PARKName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.lunaria.org

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/09/2015Final Date:29/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

LUNAR 19  Lucretili Natural Park Orvinio ENVI 29/08/2015-12/09/2015



PROJECT: The local promoters are the Lucretili Mountains Natural Park and the 
association "Addo so Natu". The idea is to involve international volunteers in 
valorizing the natural heritage and to foster exchange with the local population. 

WORK:it consists in cleaning path in the wood, rebuild signposting, place 
descriptive signs of the several trees and plants, works on the local flora and on 
visitors areas (wood tables and benches costruction). Other tasks are related to 
the Museum of the Park, to animate sessions with pupils. The volunteers work 
about 6 hours a day, five days a week. It¿s necessary work clothes considering 
that the camp is in a wood (it¿s needed trekking shoes, long trousers, sweater or 
pile, k-way, etc.).

LOCATION: The workcamp is situated inside teh Park, 30 minutes on walk from a 
little ancient town, Orvinio, 1 hour by bus from Rome. The activitis are in the 
woods pf the Park and in the Museum.

ACCOMODATION: in San Michele House, provinding a  dorm with beds, 
bathrooms, showers and supplied kitchen.The volunteers cook, eat and  sleep in 
the House. Surrounding area: near the place where the volunteers are going to 
live and work, you can visit the villages. 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: volunteers with botanical and environmental studies 
background are welcomed. Volunteers with some Italian language are also 
welcomed. 

TERMINAL: Rome
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Codes Order

Italia

MONDIALI ANTIRAZZISTI (CARTA DE 
MOTIVACIÓN)

 224/06/2015 - 08/07/2015FEST-ENVICPI03-15 18 - 30  1 

ODOARDINA (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)  114/07/2015 - 28/07/2015DISA-SOCICPI06-15 18 - 30  2 

SCANDIANO (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)  114/07/2015 - 28/07/2015DISA-SOCICPI07-15 18 - 30  3 

THE MANSERVISI CASTLE (CARTA DE 
MOTIVACIÓN)

 119/07/2015 - 30/07/2015ENVI-MANUCPI08-15 18 - 30  4 

DA PIETRO A TOMMASO, IN CAMMINO (C 
MOT)

 101/08/2015 - 17/08/2015ENVI-CULTCPI09-15 18 - 30  5 

FERRARA BUSKERS FESTIVAL  220/08/2015 - 01/09/2015CULTIBOIT19-15 18 - 30  6 

VERNAZZA - LA SPEZIA  106/09/2015 - 19/09/2015MANUIBOIT24-15 18 - 30  7 

EDUCATING TO FREEDOM  201/09/2015 - 10/09/2015MANUIG11.1-15 18 - 30  8 

POGGIO DEL CASTAGNO  101/09/2015 - 10/09/2015ENVI-MANU-AGRIIG6.13-15 18 - 30  9 

OLIVAZZI 2  116/07/2015 - 26/07/2015ENVI-MANUIG6.17-15 18 - 30  10 

EGADI ISLANDS 3  204/08/2015 - 12/08/2015ENVI-MANUIG6.5-15 18 - 30  11 

FARM CULTURAL PARK 2  101/08/2015 - 12/08/2015FEST-CULTIG9.2-15 18 - 30  12 

FIGHT HYDROGEOLOGICAL INSTABILITY 
IN POLLONE

 116/06/2015 - 30/06/2015ENVI-SOCILEG03-15 18 - 30  13 

DUNE ECOSYSTEM IN ELBA ISLAND  127/06/2015 - 10/07/2015ENVILEG04-15 18 - 30  14 

SOCIAL COHESION IN MOGLIA  127/06/2015 - 11/07/2015SOCI-ENVILEG05-15 18 - 30  15 

CASA BOSSI (MONTAR EN BICI)  127/06/2015 - 11/07/2015RENOLEG06-15 18 - 30  16 

ALPE DOSSO (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN  105/07/2015 - 18/07/2015ENVILEG10-15 18 - 30  17 

THE PARALOUP PARTISAN WAY  105/07/2015 - 19/07/2015CULT-ENVILEG11-15 18 - 30  18 

SAN SECONDO ISLAND VENEZIA (CARTA 
DE MOTIVACIÓN)

 110/07/2015 - 24/07/2015ENVILEG12-15 18 - 30  19 

POGGIO ALLA MALVA  111/07/2015 - 25/07/2015ENVILEG13-15 18 - 30  20 

GEROLA ALTA (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)  112/07/2015 - 25/07/2015ENVI-AGRILEG14-15 18 - 30  21 

VALLE LANZA  113/07/2015 - 27/07/2015ENVILEG15-15 18 - 30  22 

LAKES´ PATH TO IVREA  122/07/2015 - 04/08/2015ENVILEG17-15 18 - 30  23 

LIFE CARETTA CALABRIA I (CARTA DE 
MOTIVACIÓN)

 124/07/2015 - 06/08/2015ENVILEG18-15 18 - 30  24 

SAINT FRANCIS WAY IN THE SACRED 
VALLEY

 127/07/2015 - 09/08/2015ENVI-CULTLEG19-15 18 - 30  25 

PANTALICA ANCIENT SORTINO  127/07/2015 - 10/08/2015ENVI-CULTLEG20-15 18 - 30  26 

NATURALISTIC ROUTE AROUND LAKE 
SARTORI

 128/07/2015 - 11/08/2015ENVI-CULTLEG21-15 18 - 30  27 

CAMPO DEI FIORI (MONTAR EN BICI)  103/08/2015 - 17/08/2015ENVILEG23-15 18 - 30  28 

LAVINO PARK  104/08/2015 - 19/08/2015ENVILEG24-15 18 - 30  29 

MONTEVECCHIA PARK  109/08/2015 - 22/08/2015ENVILEG26-15 18 - 30  30 

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY (MONTAR 
EN BICI)

 130/08/2015 - 13/09/2015ENVI-RENO-CULTLEG27-15 18 - 30  31 

BIKE & HEARS VALLE DELL´ ANIENE  131/08/2015 - 14/09/2015CULT-ENVILEG28-15 18 - 30  32 

PIAN DI SPAGNA RESERVE  106/09/2015 - 19/09/2015ENVILEG29-15 18 - 30  33 

SCIENTIFIC PROJECT NATURALAMBRO I 
(C. MOTIVACIÓN)

 114/09/2015 - 27/09/2015ENVILEG30-15 18 - 30  34 

Archaeological Park Cava Ispica  128/06/2015 - 12/07/2015CULT-ENVILEG35-15 18 - 30  35 
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Italia

COMICS FESTIVAL (CUOTA EXTRA 20 EUR 
+ 21 AÑOS)

 122/06/2015 - 04/07/2015FESTLUNAR06-15 21 - 30  36 

AGAPE 2  129/06/2015 - 20/07/2015MANULUNAR07-15 18 - 30  37 

SAN SIRO STREET FESTIVAL (+21 AÑOS)  110/07/2015 - 22/07/2015FESTLUNAR09-15 21 - 30  38 

HARVEST & THRESHING FEASTS (C. 
EXTRA 20 EUR)

 113/07/2015 - 27/07/2015AGRILUNAR10-15 18 - 30  39 

AGAPE 3  120/07/2015 - 10/08/2015MANULUNAR11-15 18 - 30  40 

PARKAMBIENTE-NATURAL PARK  130/07/2015 - 13/08/2015ENVI-CONSLUNAR13-15 18 - 30  41 

ECODREAM GARGANO  101/08/2015 - 13/08/2015FESTLUNAR14-15 18 - 30  42 

BRIANZA HILLS  101/08/2015 - 15/08/2015ENVILUNAR15-15 18 - 30  43 

AGAPE 4  110/08/2015 - 31/08/2015MANULUNAR16-15 18 - 30  44 

CASTLE IN FEST  111/08/2015 - 25/08/2015ARCHLUNAR17-15 18 - 30  45 

CAMP@RT FESTIVAL (CUOTA EXTRA 15 
EUR)

 116/08/2015 - 26/08/2015FESTLUNAR18-15 18 - 30  46 

LUCRETILI NATURAL PARK  129/08/2015 - 12/09/2015ENVILUNAR19-15 18 - 30  47 

Total Nº Campos:   47 Total Nº Plazas:  51 
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Dates Order

FIGHT HYDROGEOLOGICAL INSTABILITY 
IN POLLONE

 116/06/2015 - 30/06/2015ENVI-SOCILEG03-15 18 - 30  13 

COMICS FESTIVAL (CUOTA EXTRA 20 EUR 
+ 21 AÑOS)

 122/06/2015 - 04/07/2015FESTLUNAR06-15 21 - 30  36 

MONDIALI ANTIRAZZISTI (CARTA DE 
MOTIVACIÓN)

 224/06/2015 - 08/07/2015FEST-ENVICPI03-15 18 - 30  1 

DUNE ECOSYSTEM IN ELBA ISLAND  127/06/2015 - 10/07/2015ENVILEG04-15 18 - 30  14 
SOCIAL COHESION IN MOGLIA  127/06/2015 - 11/07/2015SOCI-ENVILEG05-15 18 - 30  15 
CASA BOSSI (MONTAR EN BICI)  127/06/2015 - 11/07/2015RENOLEG06-15 18 - 30  16 
Archaeological Park Cava Ispica  128/06/2015 - 12/07/2015CULT-ENVILEG35-15 18 - 30  35 
AGAPE 2  129/06/2015 - 20/07/2015MANULUNAR07-15 18 - 30  37 
ALPE DOSSO (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN  105/07/2015 - 18/07/2015ENVILEG10-15 18 - 30  17 
THE PARALOUP PARTISAN WAY  105/07/2015 - 19/07/2015CULT-ENVILEG11-15 18 - 30  18 
SAN SIRO STREET FESTIVAL (+21 AÑOS)  110/07/2015 - 22/07/2015FESTLUNAR09-15 21 - 30  38 
SAN SECONDO ISLAND VENEZIA (CARTA 
DE MOTIVACIÓN)

 110/07/2015 - 24/07/2015ENVILEG12-15 18 - 30  19 

POGGIO ALLA MALVA  111/07/2015 - 25/07/2015ENVILEG13-15 18 - 30  20 
GEROLA ALTA (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)  112/07/2015 - 25/07/2015ENVI-AGRILEG14-15 18 - 30  21 
VALLE LANZA  113/07/2015 - 27/07/2015ENVILEG15-15 18 - 30  22 
HARVEST & THRESHING FEASTS (C. 
EXTRA 20 EUR)

 113/07/2015 - 27/07/2015AGRILUNAR10-15 18 - 30  39 

SCANDIANO (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)  114/07/2015 - 28/07/2015DISA-SOCICPI07-15 18 - 30  3 
ODOARDINA (CARTA DE MOTIVACIÓN)  114/07/2015 - 28/07/2015DISA-SOCICPI06-15 18 - 30  2 
OLIVAZZI 2  116/07/2015 - 26/07/2015ENVI-MANUIG6.17-15 18 - 30  10 
THE MANSERVISI CASTLE (CARTA DE 
MOTIVACIÓN)

 119/07/2015 - 30/07/2015ENVI-MANUCPI08-15 18 - 30  4 

AGAPE 3  120/07/2015 - 10/08/2015MANULUNAR11-15 18 - 30  40 
LAKES´ PATH TO IVREA  122/07/2015 - 04/08/2015ENVILEG17-15 18 - 30  23 
LIFE CARETTA CALABRIA I (CARTA DE 
MOTIVACIÓN)

 124/07/2015 - 06/08/2015ENVILEG18-15 18 - 30  24 

SAINT FRANCIS WAY IN THE SACRED 
VALLEY

 127/07/2015 - 09/08/2015ENVI-CULTLEG19-15 18 - 30  25 

PANTALICA ANCIENT SORTINO  127/07/2015 - 10/08/2015ENVI-CULTLEG20-15 18 - 30  26 
NATURALISTIC ROUTE AROUND LAKE 
SARTORI

 128/07/2015 - 11/08/2015ENVI-CULTLEG21-15 18 - 30  27 

PARKAMBIENTE-NATURAL PARK  130/07/2015 - 13/08/2015ENVI-CONSLUNAR13-15 18 - 30  41 
FARM CULTURAL PARK 2  101/08/2015 - 12/08/2015FEST-CULTIG9.2-15 18 - 30  12 
ECODREAM GARGANO  101/08/2015 - 13/08/2015FESTLUNAR14-15 18 - 30  42 
BRIANZA HILLS  101/08/2015 - 15/08/2015ENVILUNAR15-15 18 - 30  43 
DA PIETRO A TOMMASO, IN CAMMINO (C 
MOT)

 101/08/2015 - 17/08/2015ENVI-CULTCPI09-15 18 - 30  5 

CAMPO DEI FIORI (MONTAR EN BICI)  103/08/2015 - 17/08/2015ENVILEG23-15 18 - 30  28 
EGADI ISLANDS 3  204/08/2015 - 12/08/2015ENVI-MANUIG6.5-15 18 - 30  11 
LAVINO PARK  104/08/2015 - 19/08/2015ENVILEG24-15 18 - 30  29 
MONTEVECCHIA PARK  109/08/2015 - 22/08/2015ENVILEG26-15 18 - 30  30 
AGAPE 4  110/08/2015 - 31/08/2015MANULUNAR16-15 18 - 30  44 
CASTLE IN FEST  111/08/2015 - 25/08/2015ARCHLUNAR17-15 18 - 30  45 
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CAMP@RT FESTIVAL (CUOTA EXTRA 15 
EUR)

 116/08/2015 - 26/08/2015FESTLUNAR18-15 18 - 30  46 

FERRARA BUSKERS FESTIVAL  220/08/2015 - 01/09/2015CULTIBOIT19-15 18 - 30  6 
LUCRETILI NATURAL PARK  129/08/2015 - 12/09/2015ENVILUNAR19-15 18 - 30  47 
INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY (MONTAR 
EN BICI)

 130/08/2015 - 13/09/2015ENVI-RENO-CULTLEG27-15 18 - 30  31 

BIKE & HEARS VALLE DELL´ ANIENE  131/08/2015 - 14/09/2015CULT-ENVILEG28-15 18 - 30  32 
EDUCATING TO FREEDOM  201/09/2015 - 10/09/2015MANUIG11.1-15 18 - 30  8 
POGGIO DEL CASTAGNO  101/09/2015 - 10/09/2015ENVI-MANU-AGRIIG6.13-15 18 - 30  9 
PIAN DI SPAGNA RESERVE  106/09/2015 - 19/09/2015ENVILEG29-15 18 - 30  33 
VERNAZZA - LA SPEZIA  106/09/2015 - 19/09/2015MANUIBOIT24-15 18 - 30  7 
SCIENTIFIC PROJECT NATURALAMBRO I 
(C. MOTIVACIÓN)

 114/09/2015 - 27/09/2015ENVILEG30-15 18 - 30  34 

Total Nº Campos:   47 Total Nº Plazas:  51 
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